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You Interested?
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flanii'
San Jon
facturing:& Repair Co,
Co-operat- ive

HAPPENINGS HI CITY AND VALLEY.

you are interested in securing
an enterprise of thi kind, now is
the time te get buisy and push it.
We have been requested to gather
11

Succesnors to Kurt

the data, possible concerna
ing
creamery for (Lis part o f
Quay county. The parties asking
tor this information, mean business
and are ready to push it through
as soon as sufficient farmers show
their willingness by furninshuig
the desired information, aa to how
many cows vou will milk during
the year, the average amount of
cream production, weekly and etc.
it is the inention of this company
to locate the factory at come cen.
tral point where tlie bbippiug faculties will be so that skimming
Matters can be located in all
tvhii his very necessary t:
obtain the required amount of
rrram to operate a r.toainpry, We
have studied and t.ilktd this proposition over with several farmers
inJ ail we have talked to are very
U

Mr. C. L. Owen is in Tucumcari
Mr, and Mrs. Z. T. McDaniel
TIPTON NOTLS
on business to day.
spent the day Sunday with Mr. &
on
been
Mrs. joseph H. Alley,
who
hai
"Doc." Reed
Miss Anna Penifold who ba3
the sick list for seveial days, is been sick for several
Mr. Weldon Griffiths spent Sundays is reable to he out .again.
.with John Hall.
be
to
day
ported
rapidly improving.
Texto
Coffman
has gone
G. L.
Wm. Kisling is now runing the
Dr Nichols of Tucumcari was
as to work for a while.
called to the home of J. T White feed mill for Z. T, McDaniel.
is
Tom
"Uncle"
building Thursday. Mr. White and two
i
Riley
Mrs. Margaret Griffiths has
miles children being sick, reports this
four
old
ranch
a bouse at the
greatly improved in health since
N. K. of Tipton.
morning show all improving.
in, a cuple weeks ago.
Dau Allen and Dud Reed has
S. B. Boswell of Amarillo was
W. W. Bennett who returned
been trading some.
from Amarillo, Texas last week, is visiting his family here Sunday.
John C. Scott of Bard City has now running the dray line; here.'
Mr. C. 0. Armstrong and family
been iu this part a time or two in
visited at the Griffiths home Sun.
Chas. Height is in Herford Tex,
the last week.
Mr. L. W, Barrett and family
this week on business.
TucumN.
MeAda
to
went
W,
visited at the home of Mr. Ben
Mr Homer Jordan filed on 320 Robinson
cari Wednesday.
Sunday.
acres about 8 miles S. W. of San
T. G. Walker was in tljiis comJon and purchased a team & wagon
NOTICE
munity the firit of the week.
while ta Xucuaicati Tuesday.
Here-afte- r
the Literary Society
nas moved to the
,U
much infov.ir r ovtmiu a . inivri'
will
on
meet
If you are looking for a home
Friday evening
buiIdia8
located whete their .ream can he:Strickhnd PlaCtf nd
oi
as heretofore.
Com-pan- y
to
wtite
Saturday
the
LanJ
Valley
!.rm aditi'jn to his house.
., v
Next
be Friday Feb.
will
meeting
at San Jon. They can start
W note from un exchange that ,
16th.
Tbe
children
a
thc
QuitR mmlh(r o(
program arranged for
you right.
man? tanners write that they are i rtf u
Feb. 3rd will be given, followed
coijs im, nothimr serious
Mrs. T. F. Snodprass of Trini- by a social and
trailing fiom 6 to Sto per month
pie supper. Every
Mr. Mullen is talking of moving dad
on each, from the sale of the cream
Colo, daughter of Mr. & Mrs. body invited.
to the Wardlow place.
J. J. Henriue of this place. Died
atone, besides using the sMmed
milk for hog fed which, add anThe road is now open so a team at her home, on last Saturday at
LOST
other prcfu. Another writes that can get over with a wagon.
6:35 a. m. Mrs, Henritzs was at
the bedside, at the time of her
he realized an average of I35. a
Lost, a Plush Collarette. Some
I. I. Turner, who has been in
Mr.
here
left
Henritre
death.
where
in or near San Jon. Finder
month irom four cows .during the
Texas for some time, has returned Frid but did riot reach ther unir
please return to this office.
These reports carre
year of
He til
and has charge of the P. 0.
Saturday evening. The bereavIrom where Uad, feed, pasture
Mr. Paul Bowman and his mothsays people are living harder there ed parents ard family have thc
and cov;s are hieher than here, yet
were- business callers at the coer
than in New Mexico.
th
of
deep
coumitysempathy
can
the
receive
name
for
you
price
unty seat Monday.
'"Mike & V
are
these
that
crrftn hte
people
Mr. Charley Young and family
Mr. J. G, Ellis made a business
receiving and with cheap pasture,
left here Sunday morning for
trip to Tucumcari Monday.
feed, and cows, why isn't it a good
Texas.
Read the add ot thc San Jon
Mr. T. M. Jordan and his son
in
proposition to every
Mercantile company ou the back
Mr. T, M. Jordan and wife were Homer drove to Tucumcari TuesQuay county? let tis get buisy and
page of thi3 issue, they are offer- transacting business in Tucumcari day on business.
itt'nisb the desired information and ing some greatly
prices Monday.
get the creamery, this is a dairy; for this week.
Just recieved a car of Fancy egg
Mr. Otto Christy and Mr. Am-o'- coal.
country, it has the cows, why not
Z. T. McDaniel.
Rogers made a pleasure trip to
crtatea markft fcr their production.
We want to say further that we
Mr. J. S. Oswalt and son, of
Uovelto, last Sunday.
PLEANO HAPPENINGS.
have no other interest in this ruMr. John Hall and Mr. Floyd Endee were transacting business
for
of
thc
the
thau
here Monday and Tuesday.
week
all
good
last
Mr Askins woikcd
trprice
Hutcbins came in home from
we
in
for
which
ate
any jcr jrr, Davis
coraunity,
Texas Saturday night. They
Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Marden and
thing that is abeafit to the people! Mr. Mecom made a business
Amarillo
morn
Monday
Mrs. Chas. Jennings visited at the
trip returned to
we have been requester!, to obtain
with
went
Leo
Hutchins
ing.
borne of Mrs. Frank Atkinson Sun.
to Grady Mocday,
the ia.faimatioa detired, by a crethem, Leo will work with the bridMrs. W. E. Munde-1!Mrs. J, D.
b'Hncss
John Crume made
amery company, and wish every
ge ctew on the T. & M,
&
Mrs.
C.
Griffiths
week.
last
0.
Texas
to
Armstrong
flitter in this wacinity to help us trip Boviua,
at
the
the home
day
Sunday
spent
one
Tha farmers are all buisy gettiog
Any
having Deeded Land
by letting us know wether or not
of Mrs. J. E. Penifold.
you are interested and the no. of the ground ready to plant a great wanting to trade for Okla. farm
land or city property, Call on T.
Chas. C. Reed and Paul Bowcows you can milk for this purpose crop this year.
took dinner with S. L Jackman
W.
San
if you can not come to the office
Jon,
Rogers,
Mr. Johnson came home Friday
son Sunday,
in the next few days drop us a
Misses Anniebell and Elsie Lang
night and says he will stay until
letter giving your views and thc summct breakes.
were business callers at San Ion
LITERARY
PROGRAM
ao. of cows vou will milk,
Wednesday.
last
horns
came
Wr.
Frank
King
The following program will be
Thc Sentinel is open for the
week and will spend a few months
R. R. Bcnner of Amarillo came rendered on Friday night at 8
of
views
oa
this
your
publication
in Wednesday to buy some land oclock "prompt" Feb. 16, 1913.
out here and hunt some.
question.
'Mrs. Cameron passed through in this valley.
.....Allen Campbell.
Song
160 acres 4 miles S. of Sayer, here Friday going after Miss Alice
Nell Jennings.
J. H. Turner and C. M. Rey. Rec
Okla. 3 room bouse, 2 porches, who is teaching school at Plain.
Mrs. Branhara.
nalds came iu Wednesday from Music
smoke bouse, chicken house, barn,
a few weeks on Rec
Orvill Denton.
Frank King and Julius Lang Texas to spend
cellar, a wells windmill and tank,
Music
their claims on the Plains.
Quart ette
' 80 acre in cultivation, between 4 went hunting Thursday, and killed
Rec
Nettie
Ferguson.
there is
160 acres 6 miles N, W, of
& 5 acres in orchard, nice 5 acre several rabbits, they say
Lee
Campbell.
Song
lots of snow in the brakes, yet.
Carter, 5 miles E, & x mile S, of Rec
grove around house, fenced & cros3
Nathan Marden.
Oklahoma.
10 room
Mr. Askins had quite an accid- Sayre,
fenced, this is open for trade for
Music
Quartette
ban Jon Valley land or cash sale. ent last Wednesday, he was driv-in- g house, good well windmill and Rec
Ora Mcbaniel.
Mr. Davis team from the brakes tank, 325 bbl. Cistern in house, Song
VALLEY LAND CO., SAN JON, N. M.
.Elya&Veryl Alsdorf.
in cultivation 15
acres
Barn,
tha
90
became
turning
frightened
they
Mrs. Denton.
Reading
e
down brusing Mr. acres in alfalfa, fenced and cross
Mrs. Alley.
E. E. Hedgecoke U. S. Com- w agon
Readiog
one mile to School, will
missioner at Endc-- informs us Atkins quite a bit and broke the fenced,
Song
Gladys Jennings.
trade for land in San Jon Valley
that he will continue to do business tongue out of the wagon.
Mrs. Bledsoe.
Reading
sell for cash.
or
in his official copacity untill such
Unkown.
The crowd at the tacky party at
Dialogue.....
co. San Jon N. M.
Mrs.
time as there is a
..
Griffiths.
Mr. Bobanan's was a little small valley land
Reading......
'
Rec
made.
Walter leanings.
owing to the cold night, Jasper
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Bennett
Rec
Evelyn Atkinson
Gann and Essie Lang won the came in
Sunday from Texas.
tackiest
as
the
cake
After
cuple.
They
the literary program and
All Mcmbctscf the M. W. A.
AlsMr.
Reed
C.
C.
C.
and
F.
a
left
at
debate the ladies will serve pie,
Lodge No. 15693 San Jon ar- - rt playtd several games anb
dorl drove- to Tucumcari Monday.
a
nice
all
timr.
Iat:out and bring your ftiends,
come
report
be
horn,
to
inert-inat
a
call
qutstcd
present
V. li. Mundell spent Monday the exercise will be held in a large
on Saturday right Fi bunny
"Litth- Gi.f"
room, seats for every bedv.'
and Tuesday in Tucutncuii.
yi fl) i;m.i. C. C, Herd, net. Sm;,
she-cam-

St

Puller

Makers of combined Eand riafi- ers & JLevctors, & Combined
IDitclicrs & SfveHKvrn siinn
AgGfltS for Stow

Improved
Water Elevator.

Tar-bin- e

AT THE NEW SHOP IN THE NORTH END OF
SAN JON, ALSO

and wagonwork
Horseshoeing
BY
OF EXPERIENCE.
MEN

DONE

".

dir-tfticn- p,

SAN JON HOTEL
YOUR PATRONAGE SOLICITED

I

en-ste-
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.
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I

,

till.
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MEXICO,

A. TJRJCKEY, Fujj.

i1

The Elk Drug Store ,
Tucumcari, N. M.
Cumpeh line cf DrugsBundms
Mail Orders and Prescriptions, Given Special Attention.

Am-arill-

farmer

.-- V

-

-

SAN JON,

d

.

Am-arill-

THE
;c SAN JON

o,

Townsite Company

,

,

j

up-sid-
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OFFERS A SPLEXD1D OPPORTUNITY
FOR LYTESTENT
SAN JON, the Most Beautifully Located Town, and in the
Finest Valley in Eastern Quay County, New Mexico, is Lo-

cated About the Center of the Valley, and is the principal
trading point of the valley.
Write for prices, terms and
:
descriptive literature to

HERMAN GRHARDT, mgr., Tucumcari,

M.

OR
C. C.

REED, Local Agt., San Jen, N. M.

SFor SDe eded g.and

and
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,
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SEE THE
VALLEY LAND CO.
SAN JON

N. MEX.
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They have

rael bargains to
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'
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SAN JON
y
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.
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.
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Probably

modern Heroin

"brinks Into hmelf,"

draw
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At Mocha coffee It grown
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,vjnrvu
111
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n

z
-

tnriy

For Vcali Kldnoya

Hrntll,

.H..I-b-

Cornered.
Lord Guilford tells a story of a
young lady's resources at a bazaar.
HiiKiness was in full swing when a
young man strolled around the various stalls, with no intention of purAs he passed a
chasing anything.
large, beautifully decorated stall the
young lady seller detained him.
"Won't you buy a cigarette holder,
sir?" she asked.. "No, thank you, 1
don't smoke," was the curt reply. "Or
a pen writer worked with my owa
hands?" "I don't write." "Then do
have this nice box of chocolate." "I
don't eat sweets." The young lady'
"Sir," she
patience was exhausted.
said grimly, "will you buy this bog
of soap?"
The young man paid up.

Boston preacher bas quit the
to go Into the coal business. Continuing to make It bot (or the sinner?
The stealing of pictures from French
art galleries continues. Dealers In picture post cards should take warning. .
That the Filipinos are capable of a

high degree of civilization is indicated by the Interest they take In

Before the women "get on an equal
footing with the men" tbey will bave
to come down from
their French
i

a

l

on.

1

The Better Part
certain woman went down from
Jerusalem to Jericho, and it chanced
that her gown was not fully buttoned
up In the back. Now, a priest and a
Levlte, meeting the woman and perceiving her plight, passed by on the
other side, without saying a word. But
a certain Samaritan, Journeyed that
way, was touched with compassion.
"Madam," quoth he, "your ha

?

II I

not

A

With a reform league of some kind
meeting every week this country
should be saved, provided It requires
saving.
The beauty doctors are prescribing

hum"

two carrots a day for the complexion ;
which looks to us like the high cost

of color.

health expert tella us that candy

A

Is an aid to beauty.

Likewise It Is
an aid to young men who are paying
attention to beauty.
Tailors are planning a system to be
paid regularly like the butchers and
bakers. Still, there Is no such thing
as custom-mad- e
bread.

HE prot,i,0ltlon which will be urged
upon congress at Its present session
to provide for the retirement and
pensioning of employes of the UnitService Is died States
to one of
attention
recting public
the bravest and most conscientious
corps of men In the world. The
t--v.
plan to pension the members of
our coast patrol who have been disabled In the performance of their
rTTy.
duties or who bave grown gray In
rendering such humanitarian Bervlce
has been agito their fellow-metated for some years past. Congress at Its last
session was on the point of passing the necessary law thus to give recognition to the
and It Is believed that these faithful servants
of the people will not have to wait much longer
now to be accorded their rights for, be it known,
the
only seek such relief from the
conditions of physical disability and old age as Is
freely accorded men In our military and naval
service.
Nor I It merely that such a plan of retirement
and pensions will do Justice to the surfmen who,
It Is claimed, run greater risks and endure more
hardships for the wages paid them than do the
n;en In any other branch of the government
service. Quite aside from this is the Influence
that will be exerted upon prospective recruit
for the service. Indeed, the officials of the
Service assert that with a satisfactory
retirement and pension plan In operation a superior class of men will be attracted to this vocation where so much must needs depend upon
the Individual. And, by the way, probably very
few of our readers know that the United States
g
Service is the largest as well as the
most efficient In the world. Like the firemen
in our cities, they are on duty all the time and
they risk their lives every time they go to a
wreck. But, for that matetr, If the surfmen did
no more than discharge the duties of their "night
beachea they
patrol" on the lonely storm-swep- t
would have to their credit more hazardous and
more arduous work than almost any other class
In the community.
The scope of the relief work of the American
Service Is expanding all the while.
s
rendered aid
During the past year the
In the case of nearly l.fiOfi wrecks and thanks
largely to the aid of these brave and experienced
out of this large number
men only seventy-fou- r
proved to be a total loss, Measured In dollars
and cents, the service rendrred by these fear
Tn the wrecks of
less men was even trreater
the past year there was involved property, Including vessels and cargoes, to the total value
of fll.880.00!), and of this amount the surprising
proportion of $10.0".7.f)00 was saved. This In Itself makes the two million dollars a year which
Service
Uncle Sam spends on his
seem like a pretty good Investment and that Is
without taking Into consideration the lives Imperiled on the shipwrecked vessels. There were
6.G61 persons on board the craft that met dls
aster last year and the total loss of life, which
,
would have nen many times that
was
number but for the succor afforded by Uncle
Sam's heroes of the benches.
Former Governor Wllllmn A. Newell of New
Jersey Is generally recocnlzrd as the founder of
Service and he took the Initiathe
tive as the result of a marine disaster which he
happened to witness during the summer of 1839
when the Australian hark "Count Perastn" wis
wrecked on Long Heneh. New Jersey The thirteen members of the crew, all of whom were
drowned, might readl'y have been saved had
there been at hand apparatus such as now constitutes the regulation equipment 'of the United
crews
States
The need thus pointed out made so forceful an
Impression uron the mind of Mr Newell that he
soon after entered uron experiments with hows
and arrows, rockets and a shortened blunderbuss
as a means of throwing lines to ships stranded In
positions Inaecesslb'e by small boats
Kventunlly
hi experiments culminated In complete success
by the use of a mortar or carronade with ball and
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Suit for $10,000 damages growing
out of events started by kicking a cat
shows bow terribly that animal can
come back.
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old church In Minneapolis has
turned into a laundry, which, according to the old adage, is Just on
An

been

removed from godliness.

It people would only wear concrete
Jewelry and carry concrete money the
hold-uman would have to turn to
some lighter occupation.
p

The Indiana citizen who was
eight years for stealing chickens
ably would have been given life
bad been caught stealing fresh
An

exchange
Japanese
Evidently
foundries

many

ers.

lunch
women.
A

given
probIf be

eggs.

tells us that a great
women are pearl

div-

the Japanese dairy

believe

In

employing

historian tells us that Sappho

was a woman or good repute, but It Is

a safe

bet that some scandalous
things were said about her in Ureek
sewing circles

New Tork Jury upheld the defendant
In a breach of promise suit brought
by a "klssless" girl. It Is not necessary to marry an Iceberg even It on
promises to do It.

sudden shock will sometimes
change the color of the eyes, according to a London highbrow. It depends
on the force of the blow whether the
ye Is turned black, blue or green.
A

Girls in a Los Angeles high school
are taking a course In matrimony Tet
It Is more than likely that scientific
methods will be discarded when It
comes to the critical point, and the
courting will be done In the same old
way.

Life-Savin-

Life-Savin- g

Life-Savin- g

fifty-five-

LIfe-SavIn- g

A Boston man, writing to a New
Tork paper on the subject of football,
ays the country "should not tolerate
o dull and stupid a performance"
Probably be is so used to the excitement of croquet that an ordinary gam
of football doesn't appeal to him.

life-savin- g

Flatfootedness will be In the futur
among the defects which will bar
would-bteachers from the Gotham
Yet abllltyto come
school.
pnbllc
for anything or anyout
body bas hitherto been regarded aa an
Important part of educational training.
e

flat-foote- d

A Pioneer,
"Why was Jonah thrown over- board?"
"I'm not sure, but I've always
thought be was the fliyst man to rock
boat."

tories."

"What

is

that?"

In telling
of their
"Fishermen,
catches, never seem able to draw the
line."

Woman'

life-save-

Life-Savin-

A aclenttst claims that he bas discovered a way to obtain gold from
the baser metals, but there Is nothing
new In the goldbrlck game.

"Sir?" the woman thereupon exclaimed and gave him a look which
froze him on the spot.
When It appears that discretion 1
the better part of valor. Puck.

Their Limit
"There is one queer thing about fish

n

life-sav-

We are told that 8,000,000 Russians
are on the verge of starvation, but we
have not noticed that the czar la losing his appetite over It

S:

ns

A

$25

tnu-fh,-

enV h'pe." A. you' will see when
plain
this rerlp contains only pure,
jiarml ss rem. dh s. but It l.aa Kreat heftl-iPwer.
ami
Its power once you
It wll quick Iv show had
better see what
use It so 1 think you will
send you a copy
IMS wfihotit delav I
uw It and cure yourselt at
free-y- m!
home.

drops

says that

ba. k:

Jna

Almost any many can live to be 100
years old If be can dodge the butcher,
the baker and the candlestick maker.

Andrew Carnegie

the

t

hla title. Ah. If some
Americana
were only allowed to pick them up!

week is enough to get married
Andy wants to die poor, but
alone.

:

th..-l.ca- d

d..

Several Cincinnati school gtrla bave
protyd that they cm live on aeven
centa a day
Hut will theyT

heels.

y

the stitches
the Rrowln
for the eye.; yelspots
swollen eye- -i
low skin: shiKKlxh bowels;unnatural short
kl-cramps;
s;
"1,s?hia1 1. ssSess ami the despondency?
t ) live a rei lpe for these troublos that
"d If you want to
on.
"an
ymi
you ought to
ft qi licit recovery,
!TriVe
nt
Man' a .d0-K t
Py
on?.l I'liars-- you 3 B0 Just for wrltln
wlfl
Ion. but I have it and
his
free,
be Xl to send It to you entirely
me a linn like, this: Dr. A. B.
ins
Luck Hulldlng. Detroit.
itol lnionP
baV-o-f

?l

ind

Perhaps you think you know how to
pronounce Delhi, but It will do no
barm for you to look It up.

archduke

li.u kache,

nice within a week or
Wi.uMn't
h.wv.r to the
I
to 'V,y
? Ini lrlllHK. Mrulnln, or too fr- ?.i.t
forehead and
f urlni th

The man who used dog balra
making counterfeit bills might
cured by a bite of the dog

Austrian

Mdntjr

Straiiiintf,
Trouble,
Svdlinir.Jitc.
Stops Pain in tho Bladder,
Kidneys and Back.

(he Italian tci.ntmrdment of (bat city
won't atlr up your coffen.

Another

nd

Urinary

Kelieve

Way.

"A woman's convention, eh? What
do women know about enthusiasm?
Now, at the last national convention

we men cheered our candidate for
an hour."
"That's all right," said his wife.
"We threw kisses at ours for sixty- seven minutes by the clock."

g

i

i

J-

line. About this time Mr. Newell was elected to
congress and on the flrBt resolution day of the
first session of the thirtieth congress on January 3, 1848, to be exact he Introduced in the
national legislature the measure which laid the
foundation of our
Service.
The national government now maintain upward of three hundred
stations distributed on the coasts of the Atlantic, the Pacific, the Gulf of Mexico and the Great Lakes.
Each of these stations Is maned by a crew of
from six to eight surfmen hardy and fearless
fellows who are splendid specimens of physical
manhood and who are skilled In handling boats In
finery sens and In manipulating the various mechanical appllanrea which Uncle Sam provides
as aids to the brawn and the quick wits of our
const patrolmen in the dangerous task of cheating the deep of Its prey. For devotion to a duty
thr.t necessitates eternal vigilance and the most
receive the modfatiguing service the
est wage of $60 per month. Moreover they receive t lint ray for anly nine months a year, the
crews being laid off during June, July and
nt which season severe storms and wrecks
inare almost unknown. Should a
he not only
jured during his summer Vlay-off- "
cannot get back Into the service but he cannot
under existing conditions draw any pension or
retirement pay, no matter how many years he
hns faithfully served the nation
The vast majority of rescues effected by the
crews are accomplished by means of
lifeboats or surfboata. These stanch craft, which,
as now manufactured, are almost unslnkable, are
the. Ideal vehicles for taking considerable numbers of persons from Imperiled vessels In a limited space of time, If the patrolman, who In his
vigils on the beach discovers a vessel ashore and
station for assistance,
hastens to the
reports that the use of a boat is practicable elth-ethe laree lifeboat Is launched from Its ways
In the station and proceeds to the wreck by water, or the lighter surfboat Is hauled overland to
a point opposite the wreck and launched as circumstances may dictate. Formerly all of these
boats were propelled by oars and many of them
yet are, but latterly there have been Introduced,
big moMr llfebnnts, which are a vast Improve,
ment In every way over their predecessors.
Ofttlmea a ship meets disaster In so dangerous
a position or with such a high sea running that It
Is manifestly hore'ess to attempt to rench the ImUnder such cir
periled craft with a mall bort
Life-Savin- g
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cumstance
recourse I had to the wreck gun
and beach apparatus with a view to carrying on
rescue work through the Instrumentality of the
breeches buoy or the life car. First of all a
shot with a line attached Is fired across the
stranded vessel by means of a powerful little
mortar or snub-nosecannon, which will hurl a
line over a wreck 400 yards distant, even In the
teeth of a gale. With this preliminary line In
their possession the crew of a shipwrecked craft
chn quickly haul out a larger line and finally a
three-inc- h
hawser. Attached to the hawser is a
board which bears in English on one side and In
French on the other Instructions as to how to
make the hawser fast to a mast or the best place
that can be found.
When the shipwrecked mariners signal that
they have obeyed Instructions as to fastening the
hawser the
on shore haul the hawser
taut and perhaps elevate the Bhore end by means
of a tripod in order to lift It well clear of th
water, after which there Is sent off to the ship
a breeches buoy, suspended from a traveler block,
or a life car depending from rings running on
the hawser.. Only one person at a time can be
landed by the breeches buoy, but from four to six
people can be carried ashore at each trip of the
life car. Whichever be the vehicle employed tho
trips continue until all the Imperiled persons are
safely ashore, after which an Ingenious mechanical device known as the hawser cutter Is drawn
out to the wreck along the cableway and upon
arriving at the terminus of the hnwser autos
matically cuts the rope, allowing the
to haul It ashore and thus preserve Intact a valuable part of their apparatus.
Ambitious Inventors are constantly devising
new forms of aparatus for the use of the United
crews.
States
Indeed, these Inventions are so numerous that the federal government ha felt obliged to create a board of experts
whose special duty It Is to test novelties and who
hold such trials several tlmos a year. However
not many of the new Ideas that are advanced
prove practicable, for the exacting conditions of
the rough and ready service Involved and the
above mentioned classes of apparatus continue to
be the standbys on which our
s
place
the greatest dependence.
However, there ha
latterly been an advance In facilities for signaling and there Is now In use a form of beach light
so powerful as an lllumlnant that It enables one
to read the face of a watch at a distance of mor
than nine hundred feet.

Misleading Sneezes.
"How did you come on with your
study of the Russian language?"
"Not well. While I was trying to
pronounce a few words our family
physician came along and forced me
to take all kinds of medicine to breakup a cold." .
In 8chool.
"Spell 'prohibition.' "
"I don't like dry spell."
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her head sank upon his shoulder, and
the doctor, bolder than Sands, enThe story open with a scream from circled her waist with his arm.
Dorothy March In the nnnra hnv nf Mm.
a wnauny widow, it I ocBritz, without, making a move to inrniiHHionpr,
casioned when Mrs. Mlssloner's necklace
one
breaks, scattering the diamonds all over terrupt Mrs. Delaroche, stretched
the floor. Curtis Orlswold and Hruxton hand behind him and pressed a button
Hands, society men In love with Mrs.
that communicated with the room
gather up the foms. Orlswold
steps on what Is supposed to be the cele- where Gordon and Hicks waited with
brated Maharanee and crushes It. A Hindoo declares It waa not the genuine. An the four Hindoos. The connecting door
expert later pronounces all the stones opened and the Orientals could be
substitutes fir the original. One of the seen within.
abMrs. Delaroche,
missing dlanlonda is found In the room
sorbed in her own grievances. Intent
of Elinor Holcomb, confidential companSYNOPSIS.

Mis-lone-

r,

ion of MA. Mlssloner. She is arrested,
notwithstanding Mrs. Mlssloner's belief
in her Innocence. Detective Brits takes
of
up the case. He asks the
Dr. Fitch, Elinor's fiance, in running
down rhe real criminal. Brlti learns that
duplicates of Mrs. Mlssloner's diamonds
were made In Paris on the order of
Elinor Holcomb. While walking Brlti is
felted, bound and gagged by Hindoos. He
n imprisoned in a deserted house, but
makes his escape. Brits discovers an Insane diamond espert whom he believes
was employed by either Sands or Orlswold to make counterfeits of the Mlssloner gems. Two Hindoos burglarise the
home of Sands and are captured by Brits.
On one of them he finds a note signed
by "Mlllicent" and addressed to "Curtis."
Brlti locates a woman named Mlllicent
Delaroche, to whom Orlswold has been
attentions. The Swam)
f ayinga marked
ball at Mrs. Mlssloner's home, but

only upon vengeance, that should shatter Curtis Orlswold to the very foundation of the man, again fixed her eyes
upon him as she continued her denunciation to the detective. Britz and
Manning listened alertly. Gordon, In
the adjoining room, whipped out a
notebook and began taking In shorthand everything the woman Bald.
"Tea, you stole the jewels," said
Mrs. Delaroche to the crouching clubman In his chair. "I didn't knew ft
when you gave them to me, and fool
that I was, the suspicions I might
have had were kept aloof by my affection for you. You wooed me for a
long time. You told me I was the only
woman In the world. You swore you
never had a single thought of any
other. And all that time, It seens,
you were courting this Mrs. Mlssloner. You were seeking to win her
for her wealth, I suppose It matters
not for what. And even while you
were In her house as a recognized,
even an accepted suitor, you robbed
the very woman you really Intended to

learns nothing further about the diaBrits disguised as a thief, visits
the apartment of Mlllicent. He finds a
box that once contained the missing diamonds, but It Is empty. Tbe detective
concludes that the Hindoos have anticipated him In the recovery of the jewels.
He visits their quarters and has an exciting experience with a anake. The
flwaml returns all the real diamonds to
Mrs. Mlssloner, except the Maharanee,
which he Insists must be returned to the
temple In India, whence It was stolen.
Brits fives his theories to the chief of police, showing how Orlswold has devised
the whole plot, placing the blame on
Elinor. The detective captures the Hindoos just aa they are about to sail for
,
India, one of them has the Maharanee marry!"
Imbedded In his leg. Orlswold and Mrs.
a
with
Turning
panther's speed and
Delaroche are arrested.
with Its steely
strength, she addressed herself again to Brits.
CHAPTER XXVI. (Continued.)
"Mr. Grlswold!" she said, "gave me
a necklace a few weeks ago a dia"Perjurer!" she screamed. "Liar! mond necklace. It was contained in
the Jewel case you found In my room.
Ingrate! Thief!"
Each word was like the snap of a He told me he bad purchased It for
lash that brought a wincing start from me, and that It was to be his bridal
Orlswold as If a black snake whip gift. I wondered at the munificence
had stung him. He stretched his of the present, but he assured me he
was a man of much greater wealth
hands toward her imploringly.
than was generally supposed,' and that
"Mlllicent!" he cried.
when we were wed, we would live In
"Never call me by that name again," luxury
that of anyone in New
sue almost screamed. "I wish I could York equaling I believed him. He
society.
forget every occasion on which you explained that he wished me to take
have dared to utter It. You wretch!"
charge of the necklace at once as he
and she wrung her bands futllely, as feared to
keep it In his own apartIf she would like to clasp .them about ment, and for business reasons did
his throat.
not wish to Intrust it to a safe deposit
Fitch opened the door softly and company. When the news of the Mlslooked In. Behind him stood Elinor sloner diamond robbery was published
Holcomb and Detective Williams. At in the newspapers, I commented upon
a sign from Britz, they entered the it to the man I supposed to be my
room noiselessly and stood beside the fiance, and expressed wonder as to
door. Before Williams could close It whether Mrs. Mlssloner's
diamonds
upon them, Mrs. Mlssloner and Brux-to- were as beautiful as those he had
Sands appeared on the threshold. given me. He asked me to say noth
Mrs. Delaroche turned to Brltz in ing about my possession of the neck
cold fury, an icy reaction from her lace until our wedding day. He said
he did not wish the directors of tie
volcanic rage of tly moment before.
"I will tell you all you wish to Iroquois Trust Company to know he
had laid out such a large sum of
know, lieutenant," she said. "I will
tell you all I know about Mr. Orls- money yet awhile.
"When you, Mr. Brltz, tried to steal
wold, He Is the man," Mrs. Delaroche continued, "who stole Mrs. Mls- the necklace from my room; when, In
sloner's diamonds!"
fact, you did take the case that had
The wealthy widow, standing near contained them, I supposed you to be
the door, put her hand to her heart as an ordinary burglar. Naturally I beIf about to faint from the shock. came excited at the thought of losing
How tbe
Bands, his only thought being to sup- such magnificent gema.
were ever taken from my cus
jewels
fora
such
in
her
moment,
trying
port
I have no
I do not yet know
got the presence of all the others, tody
and passed his arm about her shoul- idea where they are All I do know
ders to steady her slightly swaying is that Curtis Grlswold stole them
form. Elinor, with a little sigh, turned and that, in turn, they were stolen
to Fitch and clasped both his hands from him.
"Aa for you," and she turned upon
with unmlstaKaBle tenderness. Then
monds.

n

Grlswold anew, "I pray Heaven 1
shall never hear your name again
unless It be under circumstances that
will give me further opportunity to
revenge myself upon you!"
Silence followed the theatrical outburst of the woman. Grlswold stood
with clasped hands, his eyes on the
floor. Mrs. Mlssloner, her eyes resolutely averted from his crouching
form, gazed at Brltz expectantly.
Elinor, her fine womanhood athrtll
with sympathy in spite of her weeks
of suffering more keenly because of
It, perhaps sought to soothe the agitation of Mrs. Delaroche, who was
close to collapse. Fitch, too, strove
to calm the woman. As a man be
pitied her; as a physician, he felt
gome alarm for her because of the
great excitement to which she had
wrought herself excitement plainly
beyond the endurance of her emotional nature. A feeling akin to indignation stirred nlm when, glancing
toward Brltz, he saw a sarcastic smile
on the detective's face. His hands
In his pockets, he was rocking gently
on his heels, and watching Mrs. Delaroche as one would concentrate his
vision on a great tragedienne near
the grand finale of her performance.

"Bravo!" said the lieutenant detective at last. "Bravlsslmo, Mrs.
Delaroche! If It were not for detaining our good friends, I'd Insist upon
an encore.

Really, you know, you're

had done for Elinor, could not conceal his anger. Even Miss Holcomb
was Indignant.
Mrs. Mlssloner and
Sands looked at the detective expectantly. Manning's face was Impassive.
He was prepared for any surprise
from his shrewd lieutenant.
"You behold in Mrs. Delaroche,"
said Brltz, Including everybody in a
sweep of his hand, "one of the most
talented actresses in America. True,
she Isn't on the stage, but that's only

because the managers haven't discovered her. If any of the big managers
saw such an example of her art as
this, he'd engage her on the spot."
"I don't understand you, Mr. Britz,"

said Mrs. Mlssloner Inquiringly.
"Mrs. Delaroche understands me,
Mrs. Mlssloner," returned the sleuth.
"She knows exactly what I mean.
Don't you, Mrs. Delaroche?"
"No!" said the woman from the
Renaissance so sharply the word was
like a poniard thrust.
"No?" retorted the detective. "How
unfortunate! Surely you are
truly
'
mistaken, madam; surely you recall
what happened in Paris? It can't be
you've forgotten how you obtained
possession of the Mlssloner necklace
the one with the Maharanee diamond, you know?"
She clung to silence as to a rock
of refuge.
Brltz, still rocking lightly
on his heels, raised a finger warning-land looked at her with that same
sarcastic smile.
"You know as well as I do, Mrs.
Delaroche," he went on, "that Curtis
Grlswold didn't steal tbe Maharanee
necklace. Whatever other crimes are
upon him, he is guiltless of that In
y

act, at any rate."
The woman kept her eyes on the
floor, her face partly turned away.
All the others stared at Brltz In
amazement, not excepting the Chief
of the Detective Bureau.
"Lets run through the pages of
history, Mrs. Delaroche," continued
the lieutenant. "Personal history, of
course the history of clever little
Miss Vincent, one of the brightest
young women in Paris. You remem
ber her when she was an art student
there, getting along as well as she

could on a New England

Income in

,

Jewel."
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entitled to any number of curtain
calls for that."
The heroine of the Renaissance
burglary flashed furious eyes upon
him. Fitch, despite all he knew Britz aire."

tbe Latin Quarter. A bright, clever
little girl she was, to be sure, and It
was too bad she had such a bard
struggle to realize her artistic
dreams!"
All his hearers listened attentively
Mrs. Delaroche, in spite of resolute
efforts to appear Indifferent, full as
faithfully as the others.
Prince Kananda moved forward until he stood within several feet of
Mrs. Delaroche. She turned ber head
slightly and saw him. A glance of

Yeu Stele the

sentment that Mrs. Mlssloner and added in a voice laden with the
she felt.
Miss Holcomb shrank away a little.
of listeners contractsemicircle
The
"And It needn't astonish us," Brltz
Mrs. Mlssloner, Miss Holed
until
tbe
when
"that
continued,
polished
to
Oriental brought about her acquaint-inc- comb, Sands, and Fitch were close
Britz. The detective, turning to the
with an American
she accepted friendly little cour- others, said:
"I have had tbe good fortune to retesies from the rich man, even gocover
the Maharanee diamond for you,
sevso
in
as
him
to dine with
far
ing
eral of the luxurious cafes for which Mrs. Mlssloner, and it remains only to
Paris Is famous. The American was trace the other jewels of tfce necklace.
a man from her own country a big, I dare say Prince Kananda can tell us
chap, thor- where they are."
"As I told you over the telephone,
oughly satisfied with his fortune and
Lieutenant Britz," Mrs. Mlssloner anhimself.
"Therefore, why shouldn't the lone- swered, "I have recovered my Jewels."
"All?" asked the detective, slightly
ly, starving Miss Vincent enjoy gay
little dinners and, perhaps, gayer lit- astonished.
tle suppers with him? She was al"All," replied the widow. "Moreover,
ways chaperoned. By whom? By the I do not care to prosecute anyone conHindoo, of course. Besides, tbe mil- nected with their disappearance."
lionaire's wife knew there was a dash
"Not the Hindoos who were responof romance in ber husband that made sible for their second disappearance
him delight In these excursions Into is It possible you do not wish them to
the realm of the unusual."
be punished?" Britz expostulated.
Mrs. Delaroche sat with those bril"I do not," said Mrs. Mlssloner
liant eyes of hers bent rigorously on quietly. "I understand their connecthe rug. The other wumen glanced tion with the mystery thoroughly. In
t her curiously, Manning with suspi- spite of the drastic methods they purcion, Kananda with a glitter In his sued, I do not blame them. They did
eyes that seemed to command si- not seek the lesser stones of the
lence. But she did not look at the necklace. In fact, those gems were rePrince.
turned to me this morning by one of
"However," ran the detective's mon- the Orientals a man of scholarly atologue, "you'll have to admit, Mrs. tainment and high character, whom I
Delaroche, that It wasn't exactly met In the East. These devotees
grateful on Miss Vincent's part to fanatics, If you will have braved
listen to the Hindoo when he offered death and imprisonment to recover a
her a large bribe to shall we say, Jewel which I take it Is precious In
steal a certain rare and verv beauti- their eyes as was the Holy Grail to
the Crusaders. It is a question not
ful diamond from tbe multimillion-

mutual recognition passed between
them, but so quickly that It was unobserved by the others, The Prince
with malignant
eyed her steadily,
gaze, as of a man who has been
tricked. A wild fear leaped Into her
eyes and she moved away, edging
closer to Brltz.
"It Isn't to be wondered at," said
Brltz sympathetically, "when you recall the many hardships Miss Vincent endured when you remember
on how many mornings she had to
trudge to her copying work In the
Louvre without even the poor consolation of a French breakfast, that
she permitted a yon tin Hindoo gentle
man to spend a little money upon
her. It wasn't exactly In line with
New England
of
conventionality,
course, btit the aristocratic Easterner
had been Introduced to her formally
enough, his behavior was always respectful, and she well, she was very
lonely and very blue and often very
hungry."
Mrs. Delaroche bit her lip and
turned on Brltz a look of such re

merely of religion, but

of

extreme

breath came In a piety with them. Under such circumof
soft
series
gasps almost in sobs. stances I cannot consent to appear
A rose film seemed to spread over against them, nor to countenance any
attempt to punish them. Besides, there
her exquisite complexion.
The famous detective paused for a was a mistake In the acquisition of the
moment and looked accusingly at her. Maharanee diamond. It belongs to
these men of the East. They are free
When he spoke. It was with finality.
to take It. I surrender all claim upon
were
Miss
"Mrs. Delaroche, you
It."
Vincent," be said; "you were the ImWith an air of unmistakable respect
of
Latin
the
poverished girl artist
Brltz turned toward the widow.
Quarter. You have been married
'In the eyes of the law," he said, exsince, and now you are a divorcee
the big Maharanee, "this stone
tending
but you were Miss Vincent."
is yours. You may do with it as you
moa
for
She recovered her poise
choose."
ment and gazed at him defiantly.
Mrs. Mlssloner accepted the stone,
and
broke
Then her courage
again,
permitting her eyes to linger a
she answered:
on its
Then
"It is true. How you have learned she wheeled blazing splendor.
and passed the
abruptly
It I cannot guess, but It Is true."
diamond to tbe Prince. .
Doris Mlssloner, despite the sug"It is yours," she said. "Take it."
gestion conveyed in the lieutenant's
Kananda's eager fingers closed or
DelaMlllicent
at
revelations, gazed
the
gem.
Elinor's pity
roche commlseratlngly.
"Mrs. Mlssloner has restored your
was more open.
Britz said, turning to the
went
"Mrs. property,"
Mrs. Delaroche's

--

mo-ne-

on,
"And now," Brltz
Delaroche either stole those Jewels in
Paris or in New York. If they were
stolen In Paris, the authorities of this
city have no Jurisdiction In the case.
On the other hand, we can prove the
necklace was In her possession only
a day or two ago, and If the crime
was committed In this country, we
will call In the District AUorney." He
turned abruptly toward the woman.
"Mrs. Delaroche," Brltr said, "I do
IU call
not believe Mrs. Mlssloner
on the French authorities to act, if
the crime was committed in their
Jurisdiction. If the Jewels were taken
here, Mrs. Mls?loner will have no
choice in the matter."
Sbe seized at the bait. Turning
her flashing eyes on the detective, she

burst forth:

"The Jewels were stolen In Paris."
was broken by
A tense silence
Brltz.
"You'll have to show me," he
"It's your last chance to
snapped.
tell the truth."
"I stole the collarette from Mr. Mls
sloner," she admitted. "It was shortly before his death, a long time ago
The plot had all been laid. Orlswold
and Prince Kananda got me to do it.
1 met Grlswold
through Mr. Mlssloner.
He made love to me, made me believe
he wanted to marry me. Then, one
day, he proposed the plan to steal the
jewels. It almost made me laugh, for
I was already trying to get them for
the Prince. His plan was to have
ir.e Induce Mr. Mlssloner to let me
wear them one night and disappear
with the collurette about my throat.
I had agreed to do this, when Grlswold" she cast a withering look at
the clubman "brought me the substitute. He didn't know, of course,
that 1 was in the pay of the Prince,
and I didn't inform him of it. Well,
one night Mr. Mlssloner, 'after much
urging on my part, took the collarette
from his wife's jewel box and let me
wear It at a little supper party. It was
then I made the substitution."
"What did you do with the real
necklace?" Manning Interjected.
"I xept It," Mrs. Delaroche returned
with a bland smile. "I informed the
Prince that I had changed my mind
about committing the robbery, and I
told Mr. Orlswold that I bad been unable to make the substitution."
"But the paste jewels he had given
you what' did you tell him In regard
'
to them?" Brltz asked.
I
"I simply told him had lost them,"
she replied. "The fact of the matter
Is, I fooled both the Prince and Mr.
Orlswold. Of course, when Mrs. Mlssloner discovered the robbery, Mr.
Orlswold guessed what I had done,
and since then he has been urging .me
o turn the real Jewels over to him.
Dut I was determined not to let him
have them until our marlrage," she

will be a complete vindication of your
fiancee. My beat wishes for your happiness."
Brits then turned to Mrs. Mlssloner.
"As for the prisoner, Grlswold, Mrs.
Mlssloner," he said, "It makes little difference to him that be waa not arrested for the theft of your diamonds. The
directors of the Iroquois Trust Company have a caae against him strong
enough to send him up the river for
a long while. I trust, Mr. Sands,"
Brltz added significantly, "that in your
happiness you will forget
the momentary unpleasantnes between
us. After all, you see, I waa acting in
your Interests."
The rare am He the millionaire
flashed at the lieutenant as with a proprietary air he took Doris Mlssloner's
band in his was as eloquent an expression of friendly gratitude as anyone In
society or "the Street" would expect of
"Silent" Sands.
THE END.
new-foun-
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POSTMEN OF VENICE

They Are Clever In Dodging the
Canals and Know Every Street
i
In City.
Probably tbe letter carriers of Venice are the moat Ingenious In the
world. They know how to dodge
every waterway, turning op on their
routes with a precise regularity that
convinces you they bar
mapped
every scrap of the damp city's dry
land on their brains. If you go to
your destination by gondola they eaa
beat you thereto by a good bit of
time. What they know about canals
has been applied by them to navigation on land and they know every
tiny street In the city.
Of course, there are postofflce gondolas, too, gay yellow things that
quite outcolor the yellow sunlight, and
any day you happen over the bridge
of the Rlalto you will see them fastened to their
poles Just
underneath the old palatial Fondaeo
del Tedeschl, which, centuries ago,
by decree of the Venetian senate, two
famous architects of early days,
Tedesco and Giorgio Spavento.
built for the use of tbe many German
merchants then living In Venice
(somewhere about the year U06).
Trsvel Magazine.

In Caae of a Fall.
Not enough attention is paid to the
Mothers get so
falls of childhood.
used to children tumbling around that
they take It quite lightly unless bones)
are broken.
It should be remembered that InOriental, "and I dare say tbe Chief
111
agree with me that it Is not neces- juries to tbe soft bones of a child
sary for us to take your case as far as may do permanent harm, especially If
he District Attorney's office. You and there be a bead hurt
Keep the child quiet for a time who
your fellow countrymen are at ltberty
to go. I advise you to go quickly be- has had a hard fall, bathe the part
fore I get to thinking too strongly freely with some soothing lotion, and
ride you If there seems to be trouble that doe
about that little upside-dowgave me In Riverside drive. I have not yield to simple home remedies,
the honor to wish Your Royal High- send for a doctor at once.
ness a very good morning!"
Ruins r Weill
He made a mock obeisance as the
"If you only had some ruins in this
Hindoos, released from their shining
steel bonds, filed silently out of the country," said the foreigner, "it wouM
oe much more interesting than It la."
room- "Ruins!" replied the leading do"Mibs Holcomb," said Brltz. "Chief
Mantling will procure your release In zens; "if ruins add Interest. w have)
just about the time it takes us to go em. Come around and have a look
from hire to the court. You will be at tbe courthouse that we built her
bojt fifteen years ago"
discharged at once. Yes, doctor, that
n
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Permitting Her Eves to Linger a Mement on Its Blazing Splendor.
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Ethel Yes, every time he pays mo
J. P. Masterson, Pas run.
SI'ATG OFFICERS
R
a
parties who were successful cori- I
visit
almost
him
to
ask for
expect
Preachihg every second Sunday a
receipt.
the
r,
dry farming congress at it oclock a. m.
jpetitoisat
FEED AND WAGON YARD IN CONNECTION.
Ion Valley wins trophy cup
San
Governor-C, McDonald, Santa
Prayer servic , & oclock p M.
WANTED THE CHILL
against the wot Id. Mark is a resid- Ali Christians
Fe, N. M.
n h invi ti
tspc
Secretary Antoino J. Lucero, ent of' San Jon, ia Quay county tn th nraivr eprvir fur ' h. unci A
land owns land in this famous Val.of
Santa Fe, N. M.
"That Point of View.
Always m r ik Ur fl c UvU rt.
rornmi)nitv.
th,
with
Tho
Rooster
troub'e
Mr.
you
rtornev General
Frank V. lev. We notice by the same pap. ' Suv:c. at 2 0jor.: (
, )
Alter ycu have tuLscrieJ fcr
Mr. Owl, Is that you keep bad hours.
Clancr, Santa Fr, X. M.
that they also do some politics in
.,
e Mf0nd'
cinm!avJ ,,ef ,e
to t'o to bed about
ought
Everybody
home paper, then take
nur
Treasurer O. N. Marron, Sacta cw Vf,:
in rwrow county, SundtlVi Evusb J, llivi, d
xunset and get up Just before day
M.
N.
I'aso Herald. The Herald is
Fe,
l
and Illinoi- light." Lire.
at
School
Sa'iba'h
e;ich
Sunday
he best daily for you to rtad as
Congressman Georgo Curry.
FOND RECOLLECTIONS.
10 OclOi k A. M.
Congressman H. B. Furgusson.
jou Kit all the late Associated
P.
J.
Rupt
Conmisiionsr
Masteks"n,
11,
II.
Corporation
Press news and the fp.cialdis
Some time ago weinformsd our
W. B. Gkifkmhs, Sc.
William.
patches covcri:!' New Mexico,
.
.
.!.. (o !...
Chief JusticC. J. Roberts.
The
,c.uCls .L. we wt-r- KOing
Texas and Arizona.
West
give singing School me. ts every
a quan.ty of dynamite to the
is
Supreme eourt judge R H Hanna
wide
circulation
Heralds
jjivir.tf
day afternoon at lhree tr!ock at
Supreme court judge F.VV.Parkei famrs and citizens who wou'd use .1. church
us the pub'icity wo neid to attract
Auditor W. G. Sargent.
in. same lor the purpose of plantnew peopie and new capital to our
Superintendent Public Instruction ing trees. We have received a
s.ction. You can help it in its
James E. Clark, Santa Fe. letter from Mr. Geo. Mindeman,
pood work for the southwest by
THE LODQES
N. M.
that he had placed the order and
hi corning a regular subscriber.
Commissioner of Public Lands-Ro- bert and tte shipment will be made
The A. B. T. A. mts each 2nd and
......
j
''
P. Ervine, Santa Fe
Wise Why are you wearing such a
the loth. Mr. Mind.. man in- ith Wednesday evening.
M.
heavy coat on such a hot day?
forms us that he has placed other
It. II. Wilkin, Pre.
Emort dot a chill.
5ame and Fish Warden James
H. B. Bern, See.
Albuquerque
orders for Purd and End e. N w
Wise What will you take for it?
V. Gobte, Santa Fe, N. M.
we wish to distribute this dynamite
Engineer Charles D. Miller, San-- .
The W. 0. W. meets each 1st and
to parties who will plant trees
Morning:
ta Fe, N. M.
j,
Home of the Ruby.
with and with out blasting, that 3rd Monday evonlngs.' Viiitliif Sever, Ruby mines of the Mogok valley
U
the results of the use of dynamite Igns Welcome
are known to have been worked alnei
Utrlct Court. Sixth District.
1600. Just how old these
the
year
dein
fu
Uncle
B.
Reub Ah, good old New
C.
H.
be
tree
0.
Horn,
ly
planting may
(Counties of Gudalupe, Otero,
mines are nobody knows, for ths Yoik! Here's the very place where
'ou
Lin
O.
this vacinity. If
monstrated
Lincoln and Quay.)
Owen, Clark.
have produced practically
all the I was BluprPd an' robbed of $4 and
intend to plant trees this sprir.g
rubles of ancient and modern Uinta. my watch ten years ago!
Judge Edward R. Wright,
Fi!LissK'ittctl J'rtss .rfsrd
N. M.
d
The M. W. A. meets each
let us hear from you.
ll'ir. Yw7 Ecrru D-- in
f district Attorney Harry II.
and fourth Saturday evening
tnc inn
Tucumcari. N. ).,
of f ;ich tnoDta.
Clerk Charles P. Downs, Alamo-gorito- ,
Visitors welcome.
N. M.
40 acrc3 iricated land 2 miles
C. L. Owm, V C.
of San Benito, Texas. All under
Geo. E. Sale. Clerk
IJ. S UiM.al UnJ Uftlcem.
water, now rented to good farmer
Dealer In
REitcr R. A Prentice.
for one third crop diliv red to the
Albuquerque, . M.
V.
N.
Receiver
Cilloftus.
San Benito market. This is a fine
truck or alfa'fa farm, the farmers
QUAY COUNTY OFFICERS.
AND- are now marketing vec ables and
I
CHAS. C
Shariff J. F, Ward.
REED,
adjoining lands are selling as hih
Probate Clerk D J. Finnegan.
XOTICr.
1
T
PUnt.tCATION
N.it.ry-Public- ,
Treasurer Lec G. Pearson.
$250. pr acre. We lnve this for
All Ltral Fslanks Prnpei h Ex- cu'td
Probate Judjje I D. Cutlip.
your inspi cibn at $5 300.
Call and see us. Satisfaction ttunrantced
Assessor I. J. Bmcoe.
Offrc ia Sentinel Building
IU
or will tiaJtt it Lr l.md here.
pint incut ol't lie Inferior, U. S.
Mr.
Superintendent of Schools
L:in.l OiUce lit Tnenmi'iirf, X. M.
K. Pack.
"
valley land co Sin Jon N. M.
.Jiinu.iry 2't, 1H12,
Surveyor-Orvi- lle
Office tel. 100 resh ence 130
Smith.
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lierehy given that, J;m-e- s
!
of San Jon, N.
who, on Feb. 21. P.tos,
II. K,
No. 2.4-lflfor S;i SE1 nd S'i SV,r
Sec. li, Twp ID
Uango 31 K,
N. M P. Meridian, hixs liiKl notiee
or Intention to m:i)ce Final

N. Mutidell

Board of Commissioners
Dr. B F

First District

W. B. Rector.
Fred Wa'ther.
Third District T. C. Collins.
Second District

100 not forget that
this office can

Precinct Officors.
Sale, Justice of Peace.

The president says both be and
Uncle "Jud" Harmon have some
thing in common. The Phoenix Republican thinks there is no doubt
bout that, and one of the things is
a desire to live in the White Haue
lor the four years following March ($t

you anaztrac-tie- e
add, or print

your hand bills,
with fine cuts of
Hlorses, & Sacks,

4,
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Geo. EDudley Anderson, Constable.
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rom-niutati-

Proof, to ost.abli.sh

JOBWORK

Dr.

LEMING

W.

Speci ility, eye,

Albuquerque Citizen
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100m house, Well some fenced and
broke out, we are ashamed to pubFor Sale. .
low
lish the
Store building 18x30 nnd smajl
price th'u place c id he
stock of GrocerieF.
Postoflice in
baugh at. write for complete
and price,
Gcod
connection.
location. This
80 acres joining town, fine land property be must sold at once and
Inquire at this
lots of good watter, good a room will go cheap.
office.
frame house well fenced at 930.

FRESH MEATS AT ALL TIMES.
St-nk-

(.Subscribe for the. Sentinel

Roast,

Sausage,

Hamberger

RESTAURANT AND

POOL HALL
W. A.

SAN JON

-

LAND CO. SAN JON N. M

Chops,

"

dis-cripti-

VAUCY

City

BUTCHER SHOP

"

ce-aar-

i

Keed and ,1. W. Dodgion
All of San Jon New Mexico,
U A.pRKNTir-KUegl.Mvr.

Markets.

Butler

j

Senator Smoot of Utah has introduced a bill reduceing the n
residence on homesteads from
(We to three years and allowing the
homesteader to be absent 6 months
eacl year. This bill is making'
Senator Smoot a very popu at man
ut now with the majority of dry
tad cUim holders.

Claimant names as wit nesses:
.T. Pen fold
J w. Atkins

U, C.

CaDONE AT THIS OFFICE.,

ear, nose throat.

Glasses fitted.
sets
Office, first stairway tast A tht
forth in his petition for divorce that
Vorenbrg Hotel.
Kit wits told him she could love a
160 acres 2 miles from San Jon Tucumcakt,
Nrw K'e.
dog better than him, Posibly she 35 acres broke, fenced and cro-- s
it ftot to blame.
fenced a wire, small box hous,
will trade for Okla. land. '
EUGENE E HEDGECOKE
It row looks like every explosion
160 acres $Vi miles S. W. of
U. S. Commissioner,
that has taken place for ycaas wiil
ao
in
all
cn'tivaacres
town
ftncfd
5Tn DrsiRicT
b traced to the guilty party. Keep
tion
fine
at
lard
J8.
Filings, Conte.t, Proofs, etr.
a it, we will likely hear a confession from some one, for blowing
160 acres H mile of town the END EE, - - - NEW MEX.
"
bigi st value ia the vallrv gord 2
up the Maine.
An

K.

,

loWOSt

prices, call on us.

to the land r.bovo (lescMiberl, before
HeglMer and Kecelvcr, U. S. Lfintl
Oilioe, at. TucinmMi'i, N. M., on the
:th clay of arch 15PV

ALLEDlnOF

J. Edwin Mann'ey,
Physician & Sutgron,
Office Sutton Building, Mpit, St.
Phone 85, Res. Phon 171.
New Mix
Tucumcari,
Du.

chini

.1

GOfWn-I-

'

'

Es

Sickens

ao

.

35c to 35c

Turktys

$,,oo to $1,35
Maize heads, per ton
$12,50
Kaffir Corn heads,
ptr ton 12,50
Beans, per pound
?c
Corrected weekly i y Z. T. Mo
Daniels, grocery and feed store.

Flying Too High.
"De man dat nltra wants do
an' de most of everything," saidbipw.t
Une
l.ben. -- is liable to pick up an ootrloU
nu overlook de
turkey bird "

Travel.
No less tear. ?:2,000,0d0 j.i

;,w

,

;

aantally b7 the
mcrlcea aaVtru-mn- t
tor the traveling cxpacsea of
lu
olaclrilg la tie e?voral traschea,

'

CultlvMe

of CoAktf
or flif, wM,!t
however, the teach of ny y.I.o
rat ihe trauma iw u.iuLti it, &:pbn)Mt
r
and sisduat into it
biam-hUi4
oo
become
rba
srtlut by this
Artists arc
study t r.Jl promised.
th born, not toad product Uut u
knowledge of cookery In tht floor
branches will b an aid to culture Just
M ft knowledge of th languages blpi
to tht comprehension of literature,
add a knowledge of music to the
T

(Oil

AM

I

MU

i
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UND"lR

ll

ANY

OTHER
NAME

Wr..Nrf.D

flot Any?
The fall of the year always layi
ipeclal strain upon the nation's

a
l

resources. For tot only Is there
the money needed to move the crops,
tut also those great rolls of bills which
prudent men, in putting away their
right clofhlng. do sot forget to forget
in the pockets thereof, in order that
they may coma Joyfully to Hunt nert
summer Puck.
Marrying Among the Pilgrims.
of Piymioti Pock
fame did not believe in living single
long after the death of a vlfj or husband." pays Urn. Mr. Do:a.i, a Nw
Englnud j.iii(ttut. ' Tb" Hiutliti" .of
chil l
Peregrin White, t.fc"
born In .nu'rica. Tvas manial to Go?.
12 wools
Wlnslow when she wu3
a widow and hi etht woslin a widower."

"The Pilgrims

fi-- st

o'

Making Amende.
"W with to express our regret,"
wrote the editor of the dpi Mown
Ftlasard, "(or saying In our last
week's Issue that our fellow citizen.
lir. Grlrnshaw, 'abandoned
a most
promising rancor.' when he gate up
the practice of medicine aad wont tc
We wrote it 'ftbandcimd
preaching.
a most prom.'i'lns; caroer.' "

n

rar-S.ji-

Quality

dergraduates. There are athlete,
editors of college papers. Socialist,
atheists, gentlemen, social stars aad
the leaser orbs whoso light Is hid under the college bunhol.
It Is- a wonderful room, lined from
fW-Jn t ie w.d
XW
L
f)cor to low celling with books. Tha
to .
broad mantel and the little wall space
If you wiiiitat'v!n;;uii.lHcn,wrlu) far are covered up with atgned pictures
of great people that you read about
wr lutrat ratulogue
pnrcht.
all the long generations of boys
and
Ke Haw
SiB2.l8s!iCi5.) Cnr, jta. whose friend he has been. Over the
door Is a horseshoe and a bunch of
rowan berries. The only light la from
tha tire, perhapa a candle on the
and tha reading light to tha
left of tha Are, where atta tha little
WAN TED -- G or Housekee:1 man, interminably smoking an Infamous brand of cigarettes. Everybody
INO Magazine n quirts the S
talks of tha thing nearest his heart;
vtct ol a rcptestiitative in Sai everybody finds himself, alert, quick,
Jon Valley to look after subscrip- almost brilliant Startling theories are
of
tion renewals and to extend circul expounded and strange systems anof
One
tells
rowing,
phlisophy.
ation by
outbids whicl. other of throwing the hammer, of
have proved unusually successful
"partios" In town, of clubs and books
I don't know
and
college politics.
Salary and con niission.
whether the little nan is interested
but not es In those things, which he has heard
pxpetience
Whole
time or spar-- t from ao many clasres, but ha evipenti.il.
dently love tbo spirit of youth that Is
nip. Adclrt s, with r.'S?ience5, In them. Inieed. ha once said that if
Good House avsr ha war cut off from youth, ha
j. i'. i;;ii
kieping Manariii'1, 381 Fourth would wither up and die. of
English.
Assistant professor
Ave, New York City.
Charles T. Copeland la known aa
"Copay" by the university aad by
hundreds of graduates, and the nickname shows how much he is loved.
But there is no one of the teaching
111
force more feared and respected than
TUB
he. American Magailna.
I
POPULAR!
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man-tlepieo-
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Iliad"
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sniundrel as your honor" bra
culprit ?tipieJ, but linally added
"fokca tne to be." "Put your woy-ltogotber,"- tiii th Judtw.'.
-

Silence la Oolden.
A pert young lawyer once boast:
munlxr nt ih har thai. Ha
ddlars fm
received two buodretl
eneaVins tn & eertaln Iflwmi t: th
other replied. '1 received double thai
um fer keeping allent in that very

hi

"

"

The returned fresh air kid was toll
Ing his mother of the wonders of tha
country. "And say, ma," he said, "out
at Angola thoy get milk from cows,
and Ifa Just as good milk as any- .''

'

"

Do Well the Thing at Hand.
Doo't waste life In doubta and
a
Au a.v.
e wq, v
.aars; speou your.eu on
that
the
fore yea, well assured
right
performance of the hour's duties will
h the best preparation for the hours
of ages that follow.-Kmer- son.

mall 8lna Only the Beginning.
Is astonishing how soon the wholo
conscience begins to unrsvel, if a a!n-stitch Crops; one little sin Indulged In makes a hole you could put.
your head throush.Chiirles Buxton.

It

gt

Easy to Tame M?n.
Land, but inec is eaey ta.ro cd, eo be
the tameress is Komeboily they aio'r.
vped to and is gifted with a guA dress
f Fralloped air Frou
and a kind
"Mothers to Men," by Zona Gale.
In

ncn
entltW t bt:'.
lUm- -

Isn't laree

tha H'nority

ths.0 tbey era
Ucr.
tV.o nuuilr Kvfiitf it

.Mrhtvnn Hloho,

YUAN PARTIAL TO AMERICANS

,

Hew Chinee Dlotator Obeyed OrtJaaa
af Lata Dowager impreee and

UNOSJMTAMO

MaJ. Ilenry Leonard of the United
States marine ccrrs, retired, who lost
an arm at Tleo'sin and won a. captaincy in Peklu, has seen a groat deal

'A

CREAT Continued Stnrr cf the Wrr'J',
Prosrail which you may Wsin rea ii i '
any timr", aiid which will hold yuur u.eioi.1
(orover, ti running in

"

l

Popular Mechanics

who, according to
tha dispatches, Is uow dictator in the
Chinese empire. "Turn's son used to
come a great deal to my quarters In
Pekln," says MuJ. Leonard. "He spoke
English fluently, but his father did
of Yuan

Magazine

Are rou reading it? Two millions of your
are, and it Is the favorite macaiine
ntijMxr
in tnousandsoftha best American homes. It
U nai youne men
appeals to all class- and wom n thoM wno know aud Uom who
waut to know.
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atoNTN
aee etcrveta
c nn VlwLXS Or UtgRAI. INTSMT
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;.isa easy war to do ni.nsi now 10 make
unet'ularticleaiorbomeandahop.repaira.eic.
"AmatarMeelianleaw (tOpaiiealtelhhowte
maim Mianion lurnitun", wireleii outfits, boita,
ensines, manic, and all the things a boy loves.
tMO PM VKAS). SIHQLI COICS IS etNTt
cmm.t coev

tony

POIHUArt MECHANICS CO.
XV W,
i..T.lV.BV- -

Wtbtftraa Sl,

CHICAGO

wish to buy sell or
trade. Farm, RANCH, or
If you

CITY PROPERTY.
We can make a deal for yoi, We
now have a large list for you to
choose from. It you are a
arid have proderty here, ,we
can attend to it for you, we sell
non-resi-de- nt

Property at the owners price, our
commission is all we ask and only
a
r
nve per cent.

IF WE II A VENT YOUK PLACE ON OUR LIST
SEND US YOUR LOWEST PRICE WE WILL
DO THE REST.

laved Foreign.

en
IT"

"weii nw so you
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Shih-ka- i,

Vi LLEY LAND COMPANY.
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SA 'N JON"

WafJTED A RIDES,
to rMe and exhibit a sanipln Latest hn.
"Stangar" btcicio turnislivil by tii. Uur ksmuU every wiicrc uie vuali.i'
NO MONSY REQUIRED until you rcelvo and otiproru or .TO'.ir
bicycle, we ship to anyone anywlirm in thi C. 8. u hhmi t ttntti,n

IN EACH TOWN and district
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"It a as v-1;;h!i!t probiibly
o::'y crKt-civ';Jl'ut ilurisij lr.rco ce:;:nrles moat
enumerated by N"iiolein
us forty, dKriiiit w'r.'ch the Pyrarjius
nal irownna aowu cu me vsucy ur
th Nile, Ksyptinn manners uud cus- toms ha.J, relatively st'eHkluR, under-jtouloss Blrik'f.g chanj;! tt'Hii wns
tbo cnr-i- with :uy other eomwiti;I;y of
which we line? u'.iy precise kiio'.leiUe."
Kyvl.'.laUi.
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Real Lace From Human Hair.
They are innkiiig laco from Unman
hair now. No, it la not for trixtnlnR
dre'ses with, but is ued for th?
partings of wIrs. It Is n:;u!e by bund,
ond the knots are held by a Rolutloa
"!fo they v ouM uncf wax.
is lace la t:sed it
ravel,
niieror-copltxor.iina-iakec
.. i.'.tt t'ac
ic
wig ia not n&V
11
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thair
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the pleasant calf."

Pony's Longing for Home.
Three years ago a woman tarmet
In Wale sold a pony to her son. whe
miles swai
reside aom twenty-fivbetween Rhuddlan and Rhyl. Tb
pony haa for the third time found tu
way baoat to Its former home, aaaag
lag to unfasten two gates ta otdai
to do so.
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SAMPLE PAIR

ItAiiKsawTIsiA

rtc!rttll'trinttthM

flQ.BIi ttr
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ami nllow TEN DAYS'
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dvancp,-fWA.it-

mayrldo tho bicycle and imtittoany tpt you wis,:.
ara thrn not perfectly satisfied or
If you timoyou
do not wUU M k.vi
do hi) in it bark to u at our expense and will um
m tnt.
FACTORY PRICES We furnish tho highest srrtirtfi bicy-.l:it It
" possible to make at one amall profit aiwva
actual fsctory cost. Vou save 110 to S24 mtddlnmen'a rrotiu by buy
lllir direct of MS aud hve tha llianufacturr'M rnarantirt behind r.rr
m.
nt.
I fswrt'iPfj W'
bicycle. DO NOT BUT &
nir nf tivoj fmm
until you rcoelva our catalogues and learn our utilieanl of
tri'" and nmsrUMt ifrKi ten to rider sjanta.
wm
m.a aw YOU WILL BE ASTOWSHEDl.:?,;:
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"Oh, he's been coming here all winter. Ha said tha parlor waa ao comnot speak tha language at all For all fortable ha- simply couldn't stay away."
"Lealle,- said Mrs. Laalla, taking her
that he seemed to have a great likhusband's
hand, "It waa a good Investing for Americans. That b Is a matt
of great sagacity and fbreeight waa ment nevertheless. Of evil good has
shown by the way in which he obey- coma. If Bill who la my Ideal of perened the orders from the throne In fection In a young man hadn't
felt
the
and
our
joyed
pretty
parlor
1900 to march against Pekln aiu t raa'i
tbe foreigners who were moir.l up atmopphere of affluence around bo
there in the legation quanrs. At tl:at HiIaM never have proposed to our
time there was only l.soo or us, all i'.ju::';t .r."
told, and matters had become i

with us when we were relieved
that we had alrerdy drawn lota m pm
which would kill the wotix n and i
In case tha Chinese aiu'y uiu.'.li-eThe Pacific Monthly.
us.
"Had Yuan come against us he could
Special Kates oo the I.eeding Msg
easily have extermluufcu um. us we
wouldn't have had a kIsow. Yuan wait
azlne of the West.
cot afraid to lead tw.h an attuok. but
he never reached Peklu. JIc luareheJ
bin army up and down lu
The Pacific
lVrtlaKi provlcce, of which he waa Shautucg
governor,
urrgou. W iiuuiistiw.tf i. s rics.c si if; - for a whole month. He could always
did article about the v..r,ous In. ii v report that he wns actively In the field
tiles of the West. Tim S.
against the foreigners, but hi whs carenumber contain dan. sen ! lt o:i su" ful ndt to get uccr enough to us to
Tin' et. ben r.i attack us.
css with
"Therefore, whn China decided It
ber contained i. beau il'mly illtMi '
wanted
peace tha torelga govwrnmenU
In Gr wii.article on S
had Tuaa a the mediator, and the
I
l
t"
Appl'S Other anlcl s si or
dowager empreaa thought ao well of
Uh Li
published are Succ S
hta services that ho could bare hod
st0 k, gUCClSSi GrowltiK V u
he wlahd In China so long
anything
....
aa ha lived."
gu
Fnf,er (,
r s
iartlcl,8i,rc writ ea b,
'aronotowly autborlta lve but v. r
Odds and Ends of Time.
interesting.
It Is always easier to wbh that we
h V
in addition to the abov.-had more time than to use the time
ciflr Mot thlv
nit nth Mil. s!,
that we have. So, by wasting time,
wa still further reduce the precious
it large raiiiibi r of elan, wholes
asset of tha actual and only time that
rtadable
ent art lcl' 8 0,1 t'1 U'K.:,t ioi.s or th. Is really ours.
The parson who Is not utilizing all
day.
tha time he has at the rata of (0 seo-onThe price of The IVitlc Mo th'
to th minute would not be much
Is l i'0a
Ti I tuidu e it,
batter off with tt hours to his day.
t,ew readers, it uli: !. ti tit for s''
Taos who tarn out what Is, to th
s P'tpi r i ; : v i' roat of ua, a dlscouraglngly large
di 1 ii; nu !j..n .r
amount of work, have simply learned
tlOiU'd.
th art of using all their time, partlcu-larl- y
i
AdinM: riieitlc
tho nooks and corners, tha odda
and ends, of their time.
They atllla a five or ten minute
of time aa eagerly as they do a
scrap
VrinMy TrVa'-'esAad ao things get done, and
half
day.
Little tf.i?:;',ii nscu i so much to wot. their
output seems stupendous.
year's
en. Some men Joifrct Rowland Mot1
With the average d?2. unless ha oan
;i.j.
see several hours clear for a piece of
work, ho will attempt littlo out of th
ordinary; and that Is why be remains
llrcd)Auntle, mi an average man.
Oht-rrle-
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a criruiaal,
A judge, in rnman-iiaTbo ptlaoa-cRailed hiai a scoundrel.
replied:. "Htr, I am not
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Fact
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Great Lawyer on Work,
Rufus Choate believed In br.rI worV
When some oih said
and struggle.
to him that a certain fine achievement was the result of accident., b
Vou mlghl
"Nonsense!
exclaimed:
as well !rop tie Orok nlpbabnt ci
the ground and expect to pick np ta

e,

I

8lmpllc!ty Isn't Rud?ncsa.
In eoeklng the elmplo lite you must
rAst off the artificiallttoe of life, bul
yoo need not. abandon iU reflnements
rbere Is nothing complex or wmpll-4kttnabout. cu!tre. A stable aud a
bathroom are not Inherently Inompat
lbl.-Pr- om
"The Richer Life," by W
A. Dyer.

v."

FOtt ALL T1M1.

If ynu
ti.o NHW MOMK you will
i ? , a lira a
atl.io price you pay, and will
not have an eudlcsN chain of repelra.

-

t.

If you climb th south stairway of
Hollla hall, one of tha ancient and
honorable dormitories of Harvard,
some Saturday night after tea o'clock
you will find Charles Towniend Cope-lan-d
la his room up under tha rood by
tha side-- of a "sea coal Art," aad,
overflowing from a chair aad settled
to tha floor at his fast, a crowd of un-

yt

flnan-sla-

chr

Undergrsduatss Make Themselves at
Home In Apartment of Harvard
Professor.

P--

PtiUi'.

"Do you wish to go to church UjIj
evening! lather is going to preach,
you know," the mWitor'a fe.!r daurh-te- r
asked. The youE ir.r.n conduced.
"Urn. The ladt time I wen', be rather
fell on tome of my smst filling. Do
you know whet hta text will be
"Tee, 'Love One Another.'"
lie regarded the round pink cheek approvingly. "Suppose," he suggest!
eoftly, "that we let the old gentleman
go preach while we ait oo the porch
and practice?"
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MILK GIVEN TO CALVZ3
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In Washington, Marrlsa
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Art and
Sausage King.
rmlmnl New
Robert Henri, ih
lalkln about those
York painter,
Mmw
millionaires who buy, m rrlv
"
off, doubtful "old masters of fnliulnua

price.

"TbHr knowledge of arl," Mr. Ilrnrl
"I about eciunl tn that of lht
said,
recent
The
most
to
About the
marriage,
Washington.
satisfactory way
.
sausage manufacturer who
fhliago
use skimmed milk la lo feed it to ly. of William II. At water to Mra
RefiMUeJ if It ralte.
said to Whistler:
calves, but not unless it Is done in Thomas C. Piatt united a somewhat
"'What would you charge to do mo
If aomwM im war fatally has in obsti
In oil?'
the right way. Sour, rold milk in noted aviator and the widow of
Mil. dacp stttaa cough tven whooping"Ten thousand,' mild Whistler
dirty palls will not make profitable United States senator whose fame
which bat yilopt lowly to treatbeen
almost
to
have
be
said
may
of
promptly.
for
is
out
the
and
question
and
a
Mat. bar oXent bottle of Pinex
USE OF SANITARY MILK PAIL growth
"'But suppose I furnished the ollr
veal calves. Skimmed milk will make world wide. As the bride of Mr. Piatt
watei that ooagh vanish. If it fails, money
said
the millionaire."
no
most
Uck promptly, tod without argument.
first class veal and the calves will Mrs. Piatt's youth contrasted
A wtaent bottto of Pinex. when mixed MueH Easier to Produce Pure Milk
of
tho
with
decrepitude
as
ticeably
make
tl,e
heavy
grow nearly as fast,
wrta borne-nofull
sugar tynip, make
An Unusual Benefit.
by Keeping Dirt Out Than to
weight and sell for the same price aged senator. Now, in the culmination
pin- t- family tepply of the mot tffee-tiv- a
ro
third
the
Clean It Afterwards.
latest
of
way,
by
her
and,
on
milk.
cough rtsstdy that monay can buy, at
whole
Henry E. Dlxey was talking at
per pound as if fed
a saving of $2. Gives instant ralief and
mance, she having been Mrs. Lillian
from
fresh
the
be
milk
must
But
tho
Sherry't In New York about benefits.
will asually wip out
bad oougb in 24
those 'farmers who either fall separator, and palls must be washed Janeway, a charming widow, active in
he
benefit,"
"In the
hoars or mm. Easily prepared in fivo to Only
profit by the lessons taught in pro every day. Tho calf must be fed reg- the society life of Washington when
siaates direction in package.
all
for
were
responsible
said, "you
is
Pinex Cough Syrup has a pleaaant taste ducing sanitary milk, or who have
and three times per day Is Mr. Piatt made her his bride, it
Thus, at times,
bills and tickets.
children take it willingly. It itimnlatM never learned such lessons, continue ularly
be
which
husband's
her
may
youth
better than twice per day, as a calf's
tho appstitt and is slightly laxative both to milk in the
cost you money.
benefit
actually
your
open pail, stomach is small, much smaller in
good features. Splendid for croup, hoarsebeen strappnd
have
have
Some
that
chaps
I
which
poor
Benham
into
tee
cows'
filth
Mrs.
from
falls
the
they
ness, throat tickle, incipient lung troubles,
to his size than that of a
while paying off heavy
and a prompt, successful remedy for flanks and which allows the milk to proportion
months
Pole.
for
North
found
the
should
be
cow. Even the veal calf
whooping cough.
absorb all the odors that surround it.
Benham That's no reason why you benefit losses.
to take all the grain that
Pinex is s special and highly
encouraged
the
nse
milk
of
should
do your cooking there,
By
palls
"I heard of a queer benefit In Nola
sanitary
01
to
added
the
tratea oompocma
he will. Cheap flour
Morwsy wnite rins
A visiting
extract, ana is rich in guaiacol and other dirt can be kept out of the milk, and milk Is quite Important in making
the other day.
Chucky
elements which are so healing to the memthat is the main thing. It is much
THE SAFE LAXATIVE
The calf will consume more
company announced a' harvest home
growth.
branes. Simply mix it with sugar syrup easier to
produce pure milk by keep- skimmed milk than he would of the
FOR ELDERLY PEOPLE performance 'for the benefit of the
or strained honey, in a pint bottle, and it
is ready tor use. usea in more Homes in ing the dirt out of It than to attempt whole milk, but the extra cost is not
poor tickets reduced to a nickel.'
tho U. 8. and Canada than any other to take It out after it has once
Most elderly Deoole are more or
very important, since skimmed milk
"Well, Nola Chucky turned out in
cough remedy.
fallen In.
is not reckoned very high in the marPinex has often been imitated, but never
less troubled with a chronic, per force to that harvest home benefit,
But
alone
milk
the
pall
sanitary
veal calves by skimmed
successfully, for nothing else will produce
sistent constipation, due largely to and the next aay a divine called on
will not give us clean milk. The cows ket. Raising
the same results. The genuine is guaransome care and intelli
milk
lack of sufficient exercise.
They ex
requires
the manager to find out what was to
teed to give absolute satisfaction or money must be thoroughly brushed
every gence. One feed of milk In the wrong
in
digesting even be done with the money.
refunded. Certificate of guarantee is wrapperience difficulty
"'What's to be done with the benecondition will check the calf's growth
ped in each package. Your druggist has
light food, with a consequent belching
Pinex or will get it for you. If not, send
fit money?' the manager said indigfind fault or re
the
and
make
after
drowsiness
buyer
stomach
of
gases,
to The Pinex Co, 234 Main SL, It.
'Why, sir, that question asfuse to pay the whole milk calf price
eating, headache and a feeling of lassi nantly.
wayne,
me.'
tonishes
tude and general discomfort
Raising calves for growth Is anoth
"'But,' said the divine, 'didn't you
er matter requiring somewhat less
Doctors advise against cathartics and advertise
Little Phil Warringer, of Addison
the performance as for the
violent purgatives of every kind, recscrupulous care. Most of the trouble
road, was detected In the act of pullbenefit of the poor?'
" 'And,' shouted the manager, 'didn't
ins; out the baby's hair despite her
usually comes from feeding them in
ommending a mild, gentle laxative
old dirty palls with stale soured milk
we reduce the tickets to a nickel so
frantic protest.
tonic, like Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin,
In the corner full of germs which
"I just wanted to see," he said In
to effect relief without disturbing the that all the poor could come?' ".
produce scours and intestinal trou
entire system.
Sanitary Milk Pall In Two Parts
explanation, "whether she was cold
SCIENTIFIC MISCELLANY.
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin is the
storage baby. Teacher told us that's the top removable with provision for bles. Btu they will grow well on
strainer. The skimmed milk fed with reasonable
cer
in
the way yon can tell a chicken. If the fastening cheese-clotaction,
easy
laxative,
perfect
The Diesel oil engine, now well
feathers come out easily the chicken milking aperture not over six inches care. At the Wisconsin station It was
tain in effect and, withal, pleasant to known where
large oil engines can be
Jn
diameter.
concluded that to raise a calf on whole
has been in cold storage."
the taste. It possesses tonic 'proper- used, differs from
other internal
milk is four times aa expensive aa
Needless to say, Phil la doing penties that strengthen the stomach, liver
Mrs. Atwater.
motors In having no vaporizer,
washed
and
and
udders
their
day,
on
to raise it
skimmed milk, although
ance. New York Times.
and bowels and is a remedy that has io ignition devices, and in
dried Just before milking. The milk the whole milk calves will grow
a lit ooked upon as .the incongruous fea been for years the great standby in without explosion. At the operating
charging
ing must be done in absolutely clean tle faster, but It costs very much more ture of the alliance. Mr. Atwater im thousands of families, and should be stroke the engine draws in air
Womanlike.
only;
a
or
on
in
the
sheds,
open,
preferably
to get the growth. The presses those who know mm as t In every family medicine chest. It It the next stroke compresses it to 500
Crawford How did your wife come
per
pound
to
milk
removed
grass plot, and the
skimmed milk calves consume about
to buy you all those suspenders?
boy, while equally as valuable for children aa for pounds per square Inch, raising tha
clean house, where it can be quickly twice as much
as the others, but the lady of his heart well, she's still older people. V
temperature to about 1,000 degrees
Crabshaw I think she wanted the
grain
cooled.
a. Jet of oil la forced in by air
(hen
two
of
would
take the charming in appearance and manner
pounds
grain
pretty boxes they came in. Judge.
Druggists everywhere sell Dr. Cald
One of these things ia good enough
of one pound of butter fat in but not by the greatest stretch of well's Syrup Pepsin In 60c and $1.00 at still higher Ispressure, and the air in
place
the cylinder
In Its way, but all must be observed
hot enough to cause
the whole milk. Of course, a dairy- the imagination could one call her bottles. If you have never tried It It
Contrary Human Nature.
to burn at once. In place of the
we desire to produce an article man
cannot afford to feed cream to girlish.
send your name and address to Dr. W. sudden explosion of gas there la aim
People seem to find it easier to be that is absolutely clean.
his calves when grain will anawer
kind than to be genuinely appreciative
Aa the wife of the senior senator B. Caldwell, 201 Washington St., Mon- - ply the steady burning of the oil as
the purpose.
of a kindness done them.
from the Empire state Mrs. Piatt was ticello, 111., and he will be very glad to long as it is injected. The engine
was designed for running on cheap
SELECTING THE DAIRY BULL
prominent socially. Aa his widow she send a sample bottle for trial.
and quite recently, since the GerOJltT OJTE "BROMO QriNINE."
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life
lived
somewhat
a
in
has
retired
NCREASE RICHNESS OF MILK
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QC1NINB. tank for
man patents expired, even tar-oi- l
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Felt He Had Known the Worst.
Central Valley, N. Y., and there, while
Ibfi rifnttora of B. W. UKOVV. tw4 Uu World Many Farmers Mske Mistake In Try
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Mr. Atwater made her acquaintance.
Than Good Strong Animal.
last year or two the German experiCowa So That They Are in
Guarding ths Money.
His mother's bungalow is not far few hours, and his wife and assemmenters have gone still further and
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Good,
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"Why was he guarded by the pohim
bled
and
friends
asked
relatives
from that which has been occupied by
A great many farmers who buy a
bave tried raw tar with such success
lice?"
whether there was one last wish he that early extensive use of tar as a
bull make the seriMrs. Piatt.
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registered
An
In
increase
the richness of a
"They were afraid somebody else ous mistake of
For seven years Mr. Atwater was would like to have gratified? "There motor fuel Is predicted. The tests have
trying to buy a cheap cow's feed does not make the milk
would get his money.'"
vilenbeen made with a
pure-breescrub rather than a strong richer. If
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the United States navy and served Is," said Pat, "I'd like to hear the
were possible to chango
it
t
Accordonce
band
both thin
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foundation animal on which to build
beon
a
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the test of milk by feeding the cows,
Ten smilf for a nicklo. Always buy
tar. A small amount
ingly the village band gathered. When thick coke-oveRed Croes Bag Blur; huve beautiful clear the future herd. The only thing they we would then be able to make all tween Hong Kong and Manila at the
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ilone, of widely different quality.
And sometimes the girl's father foron board the steamship
price. But If ever a man needs a
St. own departure, Mrs- - O'Shaunessy, rhere was no fouling or interruption.
gineer
bids a young man the house, when first-clas- s
animal it Is when he is
He Is considered an expert kneeling at her husband's bedside, fhe tar fuel is said to cost 18 Dei
Paul.
It wasn't the bouse he wanted.
ent less than tar-oil- ,
with automobile and other motors. asked: "Can ye die alsy now, Pat."
starting. Most men start out with
and less than
the idea that they can buy such an
Mr. and Mrs. Atwater will spend the "YIb," replied Pat. "I can die aisy naif as much as paraffin or kerosene
animal for S50 to 100. But if one
winter on the Pacific coast, where now. Hell has nothing worse tnan jll.
was offered them for $200 that had
the young aviator will pursue his thnt"
come through a long, careful line of
study of aviation.
Important subject of nutrition
PITIFUL SIGHT WITH ECZEMA nasThereceived
wise breeding they would refuse to
much attention, but it is
a new suggestion that, besides correct
consider it. Right here Is where they
SOME OF WAR'S HORRORS
make their mistake. When men start
"A few days after birth we noticed amounts of protein, carbohydrate and
to look for a bull price la the last
an inflamed spot on our baby's hip tat, the diet must contain a minute
proportion of some mysterious subCruel Death of the Prisoners in the which soon began spreading until stance
thing to think of. So many farmers
Fine Type of Heavy Milker.
not yet understood. This idea
look at this important subject wrong
Stone Quarries of Ancient
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value of one animal over another. increase the pounds of milk she will fighting between nations is becoming pronounced it chronic eczema. He is been dissolved out by alcohol and
let a few dollars come between give but the milk Is of the richness less frequent and less ferocious than .a very able physician and ranks with ttber, this food became so unsuitable
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1 ".a laSi
Light Feeding-Rack- .
The new imitation marble of a
eral y a r '
have eczema worse than our baby.
animals will permit them to give.
standing, and
engineer, claimed to have
"Before
we
Remused
to
the
one
could
Cutlcura
from
It
another.
place
if my husband
hardness, is made in half an
we
edies
could
be strongly constructed and of any
hnrdly look at him, he
fee! badly or
was such a pitiful sight. He would hour from cylinders with binding ma- cither of us
size desired. The rack and frame are
catch cold we
fuss until I would treat him, they cenni ami coloring matter.
made separately and when Inverted,
at once take
semed to relieve him so much. Cutlthe rack can be used as a chicken-coop- ,
remna."
EXCURSION
cura Soap and Ointment stand by HOMESEEKERS
and the stand for a number of
RATES TO TEXA8 AND NEW
Stomach Trouble
themselves and the result they quickpurposes, such as holding tubs, boxes,
MEXICO
POINTS DUROne bit of Impurity in the pall may
Mm. Wilson Robinson, "04 Nestle St., and
ly and surely bring Is their own recING 1911.
other receptacles. A convenient spoil a whole dairy's milking.
Tidedo, Ohio, writes:
ommendation."
On the first and third Tuesdava or
(Signed) Mrs. T. B.
"1 feel like a new person. I have no size is about four feet long by two
Sunlight and pure air are absoluteeach month during the entire year
Rosser, Mill Hall, Pa., Feb. 20, 1911.
more heavy feeling, no more pain, dor.'l and a half feet deep and the same
barn.
In
the
dairy
belch up gas, can eat moat anything width. The handle should extend at ly necessary
Although Cutlcura Soap and Oint- The Colorado and Southern
Hail.
3
Dairy farming Is one of the most
way will sell round trip horaeaeekers'
ment are sold by druggists and dealwithout it hurting me. I want to be least two feet beyond the end of the
of
agriculture."
permanent systems
working all the time. I have gained rack.
ers everywhere, a sample of each, excursion tickets to a great many
in New Mexico and Te
Just because a cow Is dry is no
twenty four pounds.
at
with
book, will be mailed free points
now
me
and
see
me
that
saw
"People
greatly reduced rates. Final limit
sign that she does not need any feed.
on application to "Cutlcura,"
two months ago seem astonished. I tell
Dept. 26 days allowing
Dairying Appeals to Pride,
liberal stop-ove- r
of the dairy inThe
them Rerun did It.
I will say it U
29 K, Boston.
No other department of farming crease
For detailed Information
privileges.
of
the
the
capacity
for
all
and
earning
the only remedy
other
spring
rates, etc., call on your nearest Colo,
Uncle Sam's Representative.
Where Prisoners Perlthed.
appeals more strongly to the pride of farm.
ailments."
rado
and Southern agent or address T
farmer
the
Senator
than
John
Aak Your Dmgglat tor a Fret Peruna
dairying. Dairying,
for good
Sharp Williams tolls
The constant demand
like sheep raising, can only be pushed dairy stock makea It a bad policy to Athenian prlsonera were confined and of a negro lad In a southern town who E. Fisher,Colo.General Passenger Agent''
Almanac for 1912.
left to die of hunger and thirst. This was not the least Kealous of Uncle Denver,
to its highest success by men who sell the good heifers.
love the business and who are willSam's servants. One day when the
Hr.KS luxl KKK18 ApploKV;
The successful dairyman endeavors happened in 413 B. C, when the Athere; Plum tor,
ChIhIcw. M. J. Cnltan. JtonvAi.
mall bag from that town was thrown
to
some
at
of
sacrifice
the
start
ing
to raise all the feed needed for his nians under Niclas and Demosthenes
were
defeated
from
the train the pouch was caught H I DES- PELTS-Fthe profit In order to build for the
by the Syracusans, who
cows on his own farm.
I
Success lies not in the number of were aided by the Spartans. History up by this diminutive courier, who til I.. A. Wnlklna M,luIBirv.
'
ftlM. T,,.ow. KrZ
8t. fCT;
Plaat breeding sad selecting f
cows that a man keeps, but rather records that the ships of the Athe- started off, as was his wont, on a brisk wrur..ronrl'rlr
l.lsisan.1 Nhlpplnn'xtMti
I Ins been our btniiMii lor raarv I
nians
were
0
about
to
trot
and
the
destroyed
of
Care
Cows.
postofflce.
Dry
the kind of cows he keeps.
Wa narket the results ta the
men killed, while 9,000 were made
As he was rounding a corner of the
It It poor policy to turn cows out
The per cent of butter fat in a
aaflseftboroartbrcdyct
RELIABLE : PROMPT
Thcr
seeds.
The quarries where the station he encountered a larger boy,
soon as they are cow's milk ia not a sure index to her prisoners.
to
as
ssdjtswer
it
rough
good' crops.
prisoners were placed to perish so with the result that the little courier ana Copprr. II So. Gold Vnd 'bii.?'..7.,-tturned dry, for a month or two in capacity at a butter-maketots SStO aSMUSL
S
cover many acres in extent, was upset. When the latter got up
miserably
rata ei rkombst
winter or early spring. This is the
cow
of
a
The profit
depends upon
been
hewn
from
solid
and
the
haying
'
himself
he
turned upon
readjusted
time they demand a good and regu- the amount that the yields above the
rock by a multitude of slaves. Tradithe other exclaiming:
lar ration. A cow is not going to do actual cost of feed and care.
tion does not say whether they are
"I)ok heah! Yo' wants to be keer-fu- l
her beat at the pail when calving
Shrinking cows can hardly be
"bout, din chile!
When yo' Jars me
time flnda her run down in condition. brought up again this season. Do haunted, but it would be no matter
for
NtW AND WLUAfrLI
if
of
the
those
Jars de gov'ment of de United
surprise
yo'
spirits
INfORnAtlON
your best to make them hold up.
old Athenian soldiers yet hung around States. I eanli's de mull!"
Milk.
be
ahould
The
placed
Separating
separator
The beat time to separate milk ia where the light la good. Working in the scene of their greatest misery
Tort
rM I tlve eaatss very laawtnMMewiwnm
Force a man to eat his own words
watching for a chanoe to get even
Immediately after it is drawn from a dark place la alwayt a disadvan- with
ww"w ararr swat
one.
tome
and
he will soon lose his appetlto.
cow.
cold.
before
th
it gets
tage.
':
OiHafcly,
A Famciy
cfw farCs) Mener
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HAVE YOU SUSPECTED YOUR KIDNEYS?

SHC3 FLY

There are two ways to tell whether fen
eve wash kidneys.
The firH ia through the pain in the bask
is
ad other outward signs. The
by lamination of the kidney secretions.
I hat it
why physician make sucn
careful
lamination when you apply for
insurance, and if there la any sign of kid-
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baa
f
alvat
any
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aliment la
send (orllr
free paehaM
rule.
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ey eoaeti- wfco la klikms,
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Fair-Pa-

I want to prove tket
they positively tare
Hour

Mb,

Melt-hln-
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wllllm

head-aehe-

lorOonatlDallon. To da

million of free peek-aT- l
togl rUb.
drain-letBold
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ages.
for SB centa a vial. For fraa package addreae,
Prat. Human, t3rd JeHsrssa Stt.,Phllsstlphla,ra.
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Your Liver
Is Clogged Up

That Why You'ra

Tired-O- ut

Hava No Appetite
CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS
will put you right
in a few days, M

"

They do
their duty. at

PUBTcn'eT
1

If
eS lllrn
t tr
in
-- A
II PILLS.

Cure Con
etipation.
Biliousness, Indigestion and Sick Headache
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.

.

'Oh, what

DOAN'S KIDNEY PILLS
Sold by aO Dealers, .Price 50 cents.

Bert Cough Syrup. TaitM Oood, I'M
la Urn. Sold by Drat RUrta.
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Buffalo.
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Don't Bother Him, He Is Eating His Head Off.
Mule, Anyway?

What Are Promises to a

man.

Life.

When Your Eyes Need Care

PRECOCIOUS

Simple Explanation of Facts That Had
Made Young Father Green
'
With Jealousy.

LINE

CLEARLY

DRAWN SETTING

REAL ISSUE IS PUT SQUARELY
BEFORE THE COUNTRY.

issue will soon
be before the country In the shape of
alternative Democratic and Repub
lican bills making a complete revl
sion and substantial reduction of the
Repubwool and woollen schedule.
lican leaders apparently accept in
countant."
prompt good faith the information of
"Really?" said the first. "Then he the board and the recommendations
must be older than mine. How old Is of the president.
your baby?"
This Is as it ought to be. It will
"Mother," Bald the second, address-Inbe refreshing to have the two con
his wife, "how old is Willie?"
trastlng bills carefully compared and
"Nineteen," said mother. Judge.
exhaustively debated, each political
party presenting a definite program
8HE KNEW.
The Republicans were In a very un
fortunate position so long as their ad'
versarles could accuse them of mere
ly "standing pat." This is not a pop
ular or heroic attitude. But the situa
tion has swiftly changed with the dePayne
termination of
and his associates In the house to em
body the results of the tariff board
research in a complete new Repub
llcan revision of schedule K In ac
cord with the party's historic econom
lc faith and the views of the Tart ad
ministration. This should go tar to
reunite the Republicans in senate and
house.
At present one school of economic
opinion dominates the house; the
other has a probable majority in the
senate. The tariff board, a bipartisan
body, has rendered a unanimous re
port which presents Impartial facts
and, except as to the specltlc form of
Visitor (examining picture in dining a raw wool duty, makes no recom
room) Is that picture one of the old mendatlons.
Here are all the condl
masters?
Uons for an illuminating debate, but
Hostess Yes; that's a picture of not for actual legislation. It Is probour cook.
able that the two rival bills will finalIn a deadlock between
ly collide
IN MATCHTOWN.
and that the preand
house
senate,
Was
Faith
no
Required,
Fortunately
cise form which revision of schedule
For She Had None.
K must take will be decided, like the
"I had no faith whatever, but on the form of revision of other schedules,
by a great pleblscitum in the national
advice of a hale, hearty old gentleman
who spoke from experience, I began to elections, which thus will have a
Issue of commanding signifiabout 2 years ago," clear-cu- t
use Grape-Nut- s
In
cance.
this respect the tariff board
she
who
says
Ohio
woman,
an
writes
is 40, is known to be fair, and admits report can fairly be compared In Its
quality to the tariff mesthat she is growing plump on the new clarifying
or President Cleveland in 1887.
sage
diet.
Not Bince the congressional contests
"I shall not try to tell you how I suf1894 has our tariff policy been so
Btom-acof
fered for years from a deranged
a dominant question before
of
clearly
sorts
all
almost
that rejected
American
the
people. In 1SU6 the isforcwas
food, and digested what little
was
sue
complicated and partly obed upon it only at the cost of great
rise of free
the meteor-likscured
by
distress and pain.
In the congressional elections
"I was treated by many different silver.
of 1910 the Dembcratic attack was
doctors and they gave me many differaimed at alleged excesses of protecent medicines, and I even spent severtionism rather than at the system as
thinkal years in exile from my home,
a whole. But now with the Repubing change of sceno might do me good. lican leaders actually proceeding to
of
my
You may Judge of the gravity
correct those alleged excesses In
condition when I tell you I was some- schedule K, and In other schedules as
for
times compelled to use morphine
they may be taken up In turn, the
weeks at a time.
Issue dramatically shifts to the
real
s
Grape-Nuteaten
"For two years I have
battleground of the contend
food at least twice a day and I
the question as to the
ing
parties
have
I
perfect
can now say that
of the great fiscal
principle
guiding
health. I have taken no medicine In
of our government.
legislation
all.
s
it
done
has
that time Grape-NutI can eat absolutely anything I wi6h,
without stomach distress.
Wool Tariff Report.
"I am a business woman and can
Tariff revision after investigation
feel
and
a
3
miles' day
walk my 2 or
by a commission of specialists In the
better for doing so. I have to use tariff field, stands distinctly better
brains in my work, and it is remark- before the country than it did before
able how quick, alert and tireless my the present commission's report on
mental powers have become." Name the wool and woolens schedule was
given by Postura Co., Battle Creek, sent to congress by President Taft.
Mich.
The report Is for revision downward;
"There's a reason," and it is explain- there Is no room for doubt about that.
ed in the little book, "The Road to It is convincing In Its stand for lower
Wellville," in pkgs.
duties and duties more favorable to
A
Ever read toe above
consumers of wool and products of
apprara from lime
wool.
re genuine, tree, and tall
"Ours," said the second, "cannot
only talk, but read."
"Knows his letters already, does
he?" said the first, with a note of
Jealousy In his voice.
"Oh, yes, Indeed!" said the other.
"And can figure like an expert ac-

An honest, intelligible

g

h

e

old-tim- e

' J!S
lm?''l

GOOD

A

President Taft

It was a wet day, and in consequence the guests had to stay Indoors.
The young couple started to talk of
Republicans and Democrats Must Now
their baby.
Gather Into Opposite Camps on
"My baby has Just cut his first
Question of Revision of
tooth," Baid the father proudly.
the Tariff.
said
other.
the
"Indeed?"
"Well,
mine cut his long ago."
"Our baby," said the first, "is Just
The tariff board report has brought
a clearing or the skies In congress.
beginning to talk."

interest.
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First Aviator How far Is It to the
next gasoline reservoir?
Aviator Two rravevards
and a spiral glide to your left, old

W. N. U., DENVER, NO.

NOT

fostcr-Mnbu-

Sneaking Airily.

A HOT ONE.

in.

a painP'

When Your Back is Lame Remember the Name

Genuine must bear Signature

.THOMPSON'S
:EYE WATER
cuun l-- Tuunrsun buns auu., rror,

f

con-suite-

serious.
Doan'a Kidney Pills correct and regulate the kidney secretion, stimulate and
heal sick kidneys, and thereby drive away

1

er--

UratfcJ

a.

fu.

ivmrt trw I
ITTLE
VliBMiaiaii

effected by
Kidney H3.
tessiawoy is the best evidence.

Cure After Doctor Osve Up Hep
H. R. Hatch, 3874 Oder Street, Everett,
ever
Washington, says: "I doubt if anyonetree-bluttered more than I did from kidney
I endured the greatest agoay anyone
can imagine. My hack to bad 1 could hardThe least Jar was or sudden miswalk.
ly
my
step caused sharp twinges through
loins that fairly made me groan. I dreaded
to stoop for I knew what I had to suffer
when I straightened. At times the kidney
secretions passed much too freely, while
again there was a marked retention. The
secretions were almost like blood, offensive
in odor and terribly painful in passage. I
d
treated with several physicians and
two rpecialists in Seattle and one in
Tacoraa. They all told me I had Bright
disease and could expect to live only a
thort time. Finally I began using Doen s
Kidney Pills on a friend s advice, and to
my surprise, I received prompt relief. I
continued
and wae completely cured.
Though 75 years of age, I am as supple
and active as any man in the country.

a,

More or Iih than three end one half
plnta passed dally.
Too dirk or too pile color.
or much
Pittite too frequent, pro
reduced, or icaldlntf and painful.
or
aettllntt.
Sandy, gritty
cloudy
fat or
which gather
on the surface whenlayer
allowed to atind.
or a Jelly-lik- e
thickening:.
Staining of the linen or bad odor.
Temporary change may occur for a time
from things eaten, but if the changed appearance continues, your kidney are out
of order and need help. Neglect may prove

of Sorts

II- - feaJa
ana
etear naini ei
tiaces, woeting
tbe
Tbe following; ease Is typM

AVIO AT THI CRISIS.

ney trouble you ara surely rejected.
Kidney disease ia to (lanpertiui that It
is bad mistake to overlook or neglect it,
and if pain in the hick, recurring
or a fretful, nervous, tired condition
takes you aiiMpeot some kidney trouble,
take the trouble to watch tbe kidney accretion!. Look for any of the following
signs:

Hloav
Wind,

Headache, Nerroue-neableepleeenesa and
art an Infallible aura

tbla 1 am

There ara Two Wtyi to Find
Out Whether the Kidney i
are Sick or Weak

Try Murine Eye Remedy. No Smarting Feels
Fine Acts juh:kiy. Try 11 lor ara, Hfi,
Watery Eyes and Granulated Eyelids. Illus-Is
trated Book In each Package. Murine
conipoundi'd by 00 r Oenhata not a "Patent Pracbut used In sucroaufnl l'hTlclan'
to the Pnb-H-o
tice for many yrara. Now dedicated
and sold by Itrnyglata nt Ufa and 60c per Bottle.

EXAMPLE

Med-Icln-

Is Doing a Good Work

to Keep Congress
Up to the Mark.

In Endeavoring

Mr. Taft is distinguishing himself
as much by his messages as by nls
vetoes. He construes literally the injunction of the constitution that the
president "shall from time to time
give to the congress information of
the state of the Union, and recom
mend to their consideration such
measures as he shall Judge necessary
and expedient.".
Mr. Taft's message was not one of
the
documents which
hardly anybody read because they
ranged over the whole field of po
litical endeavor and were a weariness of the flesh. His tour of the
country ended so late In the fall that
there was no time to produce one of
those labyrinthine messages, and the
country is grateful. It much prefers
the "continued in my next" style of
address to congress, and It hopes that
what may have been an accident will
become a practice.
The effect on congress, we are sure,
will be stimulating. Every senator
and representative who takes his duties seriously will read the message
the president sent to congress before
adjournment, dealing briefly and clearly with the Aldrlch currency plan,
Panama tolls, army and navy reforms, parcels post, navigable waterways and a civil pension list. At this
session It will hardly be possible to
legislate on all these questions and
on others Mr. Taft may hold In reserve, but he is setting congress a
very good example as a man hard at
work with his coat off. Moreover, It
knows Just where he stands and what
he wants.
Mr. Taft is trying to keep congress
up to the mark, and It has no excuse for dallying and maneuvering for

party advantage.
The Postal 8ervlce.
From a deficit of nearly $17,600,000,
the largest in the history of the post
office department, to a surplus of
$219,000 in two years, without impairing the efficiency of the service, but
at the same time adding 3,744 new
post offices and extending delivery
by carrier to 186 towns and cities and
2,516

rural routes, Increasing the

pos-

tal force by 8.000 employes and the
aggregate pay roll by $14,000,000, this
is the record of two years in office
proudly claimed by Postmaster General Hitchcock as proof of his business administration.
In that period also the postal savings bank system has been established in the 7,600 presidential offices
with deposits for the first 11 months
of $11,000,000. When It is extended to
the 40,000 fourth class money order
offices he expects the total deposits
will amount to between forty and fifty
millions before the close of the next
fiscal year.
He renews in his annual report his'
recommendation for a beginning on
the parcel post, to be established first
on the rural routes and In the cities
and towns having delivery by carrier,
pending investigation of Its extension
to the railway mail. The three appro
priations asked for this work, $50,000,
each, do not equal this year's surplus,
so cannot be refused on the plea of
economy.
Business Is Unafraid.
The effort to scare business by per
suading It that a few prosecutions
against partial monopolies were mani
festations of hostility to business
have about spent their force. The
pretense is so baseless that it could
not produce prolonged effects. Phila
delphia Record. ,
All the Democratic party needs, the
sharps tell us, Is the right man in
1912. But somehow the party always

gets a man who fans with the bases
full.

Murine

Kye Salve In Aseptic Tubes,

SSo

and 60s.

Murine Eye Remedy Co., Chloago
A few weeks of matrimonial

ing will enable a man to predict
storms in advance.

trainbrain-

Be happy. Ute Red Cross Bag Blue;
much better than liquid blue. Delights
the laundress. All grocert.
A man knows more at twenty-onMrs. Justwed I made this pudding
he may be able to forget at fifty.
than
on
sauce
Shall
I
it
the
myself.
put
for you?
Mr. Justwed Yes; and then tele- am. Wtnalow'a Soothing Byrup for Children
teething, softens tbe gums, reduces Inflammaphone for the doctor.
cures wind colic, 26c a bottle.
'

e

tion, allays pain,

METALLIC HEELS

AND COUNTERS
Insure Your 8ho
Miners. Quanymen, Farmers,
Worker)

I

and Outskk

can double tha wear of their shots by getttni tbt
fitted with metallic heels. These heal art Ufhtsr
than leather, support the counters, save shot none
by doubling wear. Sold by shot dealers ready Btrea,
or fitted to any ahot by your cobbler. If your dealer
isn't supplied, write us. Your inquiry brings a
booklet.
UNITED SHOE aUCHlNUT CO.
BOSTON, NAM.

Hopeless Case.
.
One way to discount a woman's ar"De trouble wid me and muh wuV'
is to agree with her.
gument
admitted old Brother Gaumpers, "aaj
dat, whilst we 'gree most 0' de time,
we don't 'gree at de same time. I kin
'gree 'bout anything and she kin 'gree
'bout anything, but we kaln't 'gree
wld each udder 'bout It. When I'm
Do you feel weak, tired, despondent, have frequent headaches, ooated .tongue, bitter or bed taste in morning,
yillln' to 'gree wld her she won't
"heart-bum,- "
belching of gas, aeid risinft in throat after
"gree wid me, and when she Is ready
eating, stomach gnaw or burn, foul breath, dizzy spells,
to 'gree wld me I've changed muh
poor or variable appetite, nausea at times and kindred
mind and kaln't 'gree wld her. We
symptoms P
we
kain't
but
kin bofe 'gree separate,
If you have any considerable number of the
'gree togedder on de same thing at
above symptoms you are Buffering from bilione
de same time, and de mo' we tries de
nest, torpid liver with indigestion, or dyspepsia.
wuss we gits." Puck.
Dr. Pieroe'a Golden Medical Discovery is made
up of the most valuable medicinal principles
A LEAKAGE THAT CAN BE EASILY
known to medioal aoienoo for the permanent
8T0PPED.
cure of such abnormal conditions. It is most
How many people who read this article,
efficient liver invigorator, stomach tonio, bovrel
reullae the weighty Influence of one little
and nerve strengthened
regulator
on
the
of
life
powder
baking
necessity
coat of living.
The "Golden Medical Discovery" is not a patent medicine or secret noetront.
Yet It ia a leakage that can easily be
a full list of its ingredients being printed on its bottle-wrappand atteeteJ
stopped If the housewife will only pay a
little more attention to the choice of her
under oath. A glance at these will show that it contains no alcohol, or barueIs
Some
think
there
baking powder.
g
ful
drugs. It is a fluid extract made with pure, triple-refineconomy In buying the cheap "Big Can"
of proper strength, from the roots of native American incdicali
Baking Powders. These Baking Powders
(lyoerine,
are not always uniform, and sometimes
World's Dispensary Medical Association, Props., Buffalo, N.Te
produce failures In the baking, and the
In
two
one or
result Is that more Is lost
than you spend on bakspilled bakings
The cheap
ing powder In the whole year. should
be
"Big Can" Baking Powders
avoided.
On the other hand, many housewives
'2,25, '2.50, 3, 3.50,4 & 5 SHOES
feel that a baking powder Is of no value
unless they pay SO centa a pound for it
All Styles, All Leathers, All Sisec and Widths,
the price charged for the high priced
for Men, Women and Boys.
"Trust" brands. This Is a mistake, aa
THE STANDARD OF QUALITY
the best baking powder that can be made
can be sold for ac. per pound If the manYEARS
FOR OVER
ufacturer Is satisfied with a reasonable
on
one
Is
the
NEED SHOES
There
TIME
YOU
brand
market
NEXT
THE
profit meets
these requirements, It Is
that
hoe
W.L.
a trial W.L.
d
CALUMET BAKING POWDER,
Douglas
give
by leading physicians and chemon
a shoe guar,
name
stamped
Douglas
ists; used In millions of homes; and
and more value
antees
given the Highest Award at t..o World's
quality
superior
Pure Food Exposition.
than other makes. His
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W. L. DOUGLAS
30

recom-mende-

If a woman still has faith In her
husband after reading what the opposition says of him when running for
office, ber loyalty Is the real thing.

Important to Mothers
Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTOKIA, a Bafe and sure remedy for
Infants and children, and see that It

for the money
name and price stamped on the bottom
protects the wearer against high prices
and inferior shoes. Insist upon having
the genuine W. L. Douglas shoes.
SSJSSS7
I Take no substitute.
M

waw

.HOW TO OBDEB BY KAIL. Shoes Sent Ivtrywhert-A- U
Charges Prepail
WAfV ifw L.Dnnglaa ahoea are not sold In roar town, send direct to factor. Take 1
of foot as ebown In model ; eute style desired ; alio and width aenattr worn ; plsla
tne ; ne?y, meaium or Hint aolo. M if o eat lareeae ease maw et .ffer awe.
TJZ. UtJutcirU.
Ulua. Catalog Free. WJ.lPLAf,tMearitt.,taettea,Mat,

'VMsST

UUXsSSk

Signature of
In Use For Over 30 Years.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
Uncertainties,

"A number of men wno get to the
front are mere accidents."
"Yes," responded Senator Sorghum;
"I sometimes think that what our
government most needs Is some reliable form of accident Insurance."
Dr. Pierce's Tleasnnt Pellets first put
up 40 yean ngo. They regulate and invigorate stomach, liver and bowels. Sugar-coatetiny granules.
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A silly man is easily convinced that
he possess more wisdom in one day
than the late Mr. Solomon did in all
his years.
You will sneeze; perhaps feel chilly,
You think you are catching cold. Don t
wait until you know it. Take a dose of
llamlins Wizurd Oil and you just can't
catch cold.
.

Is the season which
the whole world In a conspiracy

Blessed
if

love!

I'llES

Hamilton Wright Mable.
C

I RKD IN 6 TO 14 DAYS

rilniKiilitt, will Mtand money If PAZO OHTP- t Itohma, Blind,
MKNT fulln to cure sny,

oi
Uloeding or Protruding rues in o w nua.it. wo. ,

If you wojU be a leader you must
iv the pace.

Mm,

PERFECTION St0

.M

In ererv cold
em.
aaacfsancT ret) need a
Smoke'cst Oil Heater. It your bedrooej cold wkm yasjcW
or undrew? Do yow water pafreeaemuetcaQarf Itk
chilly when the wind whittles aroused the esaeted eorasn ei
yout

hooter

PcrfectJonSaeokrJesi 08 Hssstr tumjt SsslHa antn,
fort. Can be carried anywhere. Always tardy let use--a
a
glowing boat from the asaaubt ft it agbhtd.
Aik your aaalar h eW yea PWfatJtaa SevesiM OS MteSart at
rat sir lassrctiia tataaw t aaf tatty at

A
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vv:ri
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a

drar.-Tai- d"

'Hut, my

i

ad

tii'srly o hsrrnrwl
rttel when
)o lost that vaiUAtrie earing bjfort
wt were en.
"01., I've aUaye wanle'l to twtl
jw." cri.m-- In. ni.. (!; i;x'j
e.'rrii-fvr.'.y i.v'M 'cr.H
"J'lntloe. w'..v c'.Az'i you te'l
sooner. You led ue to L;.v ti.v7
were real."
-Did I?" Juntlne answered.
"J
ever told 'ycu becnus
you nevei
Jkcd me.u

f

?;,

nummmvm

Why

Nelson

Taking a

t

j
.

,)"

w

in

i
j

great amaiement ate snswcied in a
Joking tone free from all anxiety,
"112 advertise in tlie morning
and
offer a liberal reward."
"Anyway Jostlne If ft wasnt for'
the earring, I might never have real
lred what pretty ears you have, and
have something Important for them to
hear cn onr way homo.'
As Justine's partner came to claim
her dance Nelson soliloquized, "I believe I feel worse about the loss tbnn
fhe does. It was herd to decldo whom
I cared for the most, each seemed so

j

I
desirable.
Heaven bo prsisd!
know cow. Any girl who cuu lees a
gorgeou Jewel like that and say (be
can be fust as happy without It, and
that Jewels lave no great charm for
me, and It doesn't pay to worry one's
bead about an earring when

Jnetlte I loved.

aa

OJilla is

ever fretting about infinitesimal

formi-

croscopic nothings."
On their way home Nelson
said
"r.y friendship for you has developed
Into on overpowering
love. What
would you do if I gave you a kins?" he
tsked the girl.
Td give It back to you." she answered promptly.
Ne'soa and JueSne were married
. few months
later. Before long Nelson could not refrain frea noticing
how easily prcvoked aod exssrercted
' his
young wife could be over tha
7!?e
smallest occurrences.
few
times Nelson saw Orilla he rusrvclled
lev cheerful the looked while his own
' wife was continually complalninr and
nothing was good enough, or too good
for her aad she mad such dexaada
upon his tint and pockctcork. Itf
omed tccoccslrablo that sho was
the same person. When Edith's
was announcod to the '
champion football player of the season. Nelson felt a pang of regret
when he thought how bis Judgment
and calculations bad played him falsa,
"Orilla wfll make an idesl wife for j
. professor," h
vouchsafed to his

rife.

,

,

e;

ctsaot hi btjiia and left

iinlny days are good days to pha
!or lutur worV, to lialsh up that lit- tlo fiecu cf sevvins that has waited
t'j losr; io fact eaca household wlU
Cr.d Jast tie neoded time to accoa- plish fo much that hna been waitliig
tor a more ocaveclcnt toason.
A scrcp book that money couldn't
purchase may be made In odd no
caputs und the tiaie never be rcl"ed.
Cst cut from catalogues aud
pictures of authors and ether
people with an autcgrapa
whwi poBKib'e and auy interesting
alippitjfs sbout them pasted on the
iaruo or opposite pages. This scrap
booS cm be handed Ccwn with
additions to several generations
of children and prove both Instructive
and 3tcrta;nlng. Very young children mny have thsir minds - stored
with valuabi knowledse without tho
effert of etudy by simply bavlug theso
pictures to look at and the peorte
there pictured told about In fitory

'

reri-d-lct!-

our

til

I .

t

have an eleqaant mirror for all onr
Customers absolute free.
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When

a raw marries

he tnily lovea
elder Fortune.
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It is

tho result of cot having locked to
tlra before forty.
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(J) nitd
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BANK and YOUR CREDIT

.1

credit,

Good dYftfs aro trop'ulvs

fcr the your.g businuss ima to say "1 bsve no
buy and sell for

cash."

It is right and prop r

pay promptly but the successful business man is the one who
establishes a credit and protects it as he would his character

gjto

Credit is a necessary factor in the building up of
your business.

the hearts cf

aca.-JIcaopa-

Amusement

S3

fkVAi.

Hu'Alej".

Apply ihe E"3dtu ruin to your ever?
net fird tiiou'if. William Morris.
One r!sM f,?rno

held
r
to
. ITrs. Craik.

I

tba rizl:t of lavo

Bur-eriP-

Uutj--

Th inost manlfcat
33

f!.?:n

chee: rulnesa.

hoed.

(.f wlsdou.
ThorauJ

'

What wo can do is a small thing,
but we ee.:i will and aspiro to great
things. L'mrrson.
He

"Don't you feel well," shj Questioned, anxiously.
"Can a man feel well and happy,"
was his curt answer, "when he's con
harassed wUh financial
tinually
troubles ?"
The wife, wishing to end the discussion, proposed that they go to ta?
"nickel show."
"Astonishing thnt you did not nyr-Vea box at the open." grumble.
ber husband as he assented.
Mrs. Leslie finally threw ail caption
to tho winds. She seemed to Inrfj
been bewitched by tho "dencii of buy."
The old portieres in the littUi priler
were replaced by elppact new c.uo;
which made the- pnrlor carpet appear
so shabby In contrast that it w;:s not
long before a new rug adorned lie

never without dignity who
v'jutitlins the digcRy of
Lord Lyltou.
is

Kvoids

Tho

r,!i-ers-

fcne
hlght what

was never

Wo
nevijr rrocru;!r.n.e,
ther.') ia no moment like tho prt sent

fr

Mari4i:.!3cr(h.

WThen tho fr.t tl;itie:s
ret
s'M?, tae bevt uay b.j madj of thoce
that .ro Willerforco.

I'wiiwj Li

vlct

r.'lw..

f.'tcvt:iroa.

floor.

rrercVm

t':e v.ill to

1

sli.!o :'er oucisoli- .-

rerpli vbo
tro ti.e jrocpie
tern-- .

N!ei-.:.'(;!:0-

h

re-- p-

.

r.evcr 'hae ny Mre
who do le.istLkLk-- i

e

i
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r.
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TTV:i":'1'

:a3
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0

",

nw'
te

IIx?n;n:tr, a nre
ssotk
ra: r cill wka taa lsr.or- tat. ArjteiD France.

letrr.e,

Crrtitnde

subt!e orn of
of n benefit rorev
cr3 Kin snpevbrity in the eltcrt to e
firnteful. Jofcn Dnvidron.
la

;

tt receiver

1

patience."
"What do yon mean?"
"It's rather Inconvenient just now,
but I fancy It will bo all rijht whoa
your lottery ticket comes due. D'dn't
you maintain vociferously that tho lottery money would eventually y for
everything. Maybe then you can taka
a vacation and rest up a little."
"Whet coins ro of your brein aro
these vivid imaginations?" said Mr.
Leslie as he spran? to his feet, giving
his wlfo one lorg look us if ho ha.d
never seen her before. After a tensa
silence which seemed a?cd to his wife,
he exclaimed, "The lottery money!
What do you mean? I suppose It's a
woman's prerogative to chance htr
mind, but didn't you distinctly assert
that you wouldn't touch one penny of
that money?"

Ail w?:o btve meant good work r"ii
their who'o heart have dona tod
work, although they may die before
tbey have ?irjned It. R. L. StevenoT.

Fcbiad every exquisite tbirg thjt
there 13 tsomethlrs
s
have to be l.i truca;! that the

xi;t,n

p--

but"
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(

mtr:st

tri)r-Wcrid-

ficwer

may

biow.

Cs

WT.do.
cv'.l of onr present c. illit'on,
the ertist's polut ci view, Is
that he is ccnpellsd ty thd condition
to eive cf liy i.ecred bert. and be
tLanKful if oven this is lucky eaougi
to
hia a living wags. Fraii

The

frora

er-r-

Cnly Ordinary.

PiCe "They say ho is a crhrtntl
lawyer." Pottle "Yes; but
dor.'t
believe he is spatially so." The Pa'.!- -'
1

Y

s-

conn-''.yn-io-

r

v.on-derfu-
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t!d

C7-tr-
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ro-.ca- lv
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u

n

g

i
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.

by
wai alaied iiiove
Jirs. L'ro'.vricp.

i

st

The comments of their fri?nt' wore
numerous. When they noticed the
bookensrs and the piano which
had been pnrchffsvd on the Installus?:;
plsn nnd Mrs. Leslie expected to pry
for when the lottery money waa distributed. "Mr. l.ei-'linr.et hnv rj.-:ca great deal of monf y," they s:iM
After three months of crprcl-.eai-Ioand anxiety Mr. LcfIIu par vnnt to
bis pent-u- p
ferlir.ps. Opening tho new- fanglcd deEk to lock for a pencil, !:
burst forth In a voice of ariyi-r- , (lisnay
and exaspenrion, 'Tills, bill!;, Mil.",
them's the or.ly kl.id of corrsoiu'encfl
In this house nowadnyg. None of them
rccaiptfed e'tbtr. MI have to bovrow
monev on my liro in3avarsco if this con

12

rf n mnn is lit to go Usher he wl!l
fchow it by being faithful where be ia
II. W. Teo!ier.

For once Mrs. Leslie was silent; Bhp
rfmply trailed and kept on eewlus.
When phe looked tip she was startled
to notice tho El!vcry tinoo to her husband's hair, how tired 8t.d old he
looked, whilo - she seemed to grow
more youthful inl appearance every

l

woctcd

"Yes,
TouY
(J) This, bank d sires as customers, youac business men with
chsegeable as the
"That's the reason why I never took
v
noon," complained be. "How easily
the trouble to Inform you that the Under.
IN
CHINA
Tou worry thtt
ycu are annoyed.
ability to successfully conduct their business. Wc know the
(J)
was weeks ago and our numdrawing
maid
and
four
isnt capabl
you '
luisim - man r.qturtments and will lend out assistance will.
ber was not among tho lucky ones.
worry when she tbreotens to leave.
When a Chincman meets an ae
(E
Without Limitt'Dno,
Mrs Leslie turned pale. "What a
Jf you buy a blue dress, you're sure luslctflnce ho cover his haad and
iniJY to honei.t ffo:ts to build up a credit.
Our
ia the world; 'our
foolish
woman
I've
country
said.
she
been,"
it will look green In the gaslight (hakes his own hind. If very glad
are mtnkind. William Lloyd
"I thought so much about it thnt I
and- -"
to see a friend, a Chinaman very often
'Jarria'!.
dldnt realize we could lose."
"Hava you finished Interposed his rub shoulders with him.
FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF TUCUMCARI
"Mother," called a sweet, young
wife. "With such an unsympathls-Invoice, "where are you? I've seme
husband. It's surprising I ha vent
The vory highest ambition of a Chi
CAPITA!
Tii Greatest CIvlllKtrj.
150,000.
glorious news to tell you."
nervo'ts prostration, she said, wiplr.g oamut is to have a handsome cof
Ivereared weaLs ai.d Licjoaad K'!
ts
denr?"
"What
At.
she
a
cs
It,
asked,
tears
from
ber eyes. "Naturally fin and a costly funeral.
the
UK PLUS
Men veat
jvo nra thvj two clvlliaws of man.
1 1 0,000.
ttl young girl entered the room.
It dooent coccera yott. If I lost the long ckirts and carry fans. Women
"Don't look so gloomy, mother Eitratil.
fiold hatpla mother brought from Ewear short Jackets and carry canes.
mine," she repl:3, as r! " Trvnd hrr
y
uro. I'm dead
hunting in
arms around hrr rrf t r
r. cl.
cock w.I Cs.Tv.cr f?r it. Do I
"v;i
a
If Chinaman dedrea a visitor tt
Foundation of rrienis'ilr.
Thorsch ts com'.r.
d ;.. :'- te
dite with him he does not aik bin V
gold tftt ::'3 awry day?" que
ulthou:
there can U
fatQer s consrm it
juv'k'G in'li.rni'nMy, "that I cen do so; but If be should sot want him,
real friendship. OcctLe.
I'm
dellclou?
t.
y
fford to lose one without, wentietitg ho says: "Voa't you stay and diner
I was ne.t p.'.;..-.- ; .d tor this great
The visiter then knows that U
zuy dear, I didn't know he
$urprise,
Wi wattel
wu evon conning you," sai-- tcr
70PSY-TURVE-

h.

01 i

the turaiceas

those who cannot

ogance.""

I

answered Mrs. Leslie with
tears ia tcr eyes. Dut I flpuro it will
h all rirrht if we only htve a littlo

t.tvi.

Trtve'icg on tho rim after forty

th.'

of ufltiKJlirc urwu'ul
n.iKht rcv.T have propoced to
uUnoKphiTo

s

rt-hoaan- y

ptriiueif.

desporation and divorce
atioa.

nil.

The wiaiktn of the !:irt !a worlh
ell other wistlous. Cervaates.

'

"Vefl."

Courtship In preparatics;

-.

rood If

ft

d

tinues."

Is

j

doy.

cat pty bills wi
:

J, 't wv
In1;. Of
who ! r

"
In-

rvll yof'
l:Vil cf
foi (ten In i" voiiT'ir man, hadn't
Joyed our uia'ty tarl'.T ami f2t
rt

."

uriva a pair ui j;iov(ss, a rug ror tr.O
hall, silk for a waist, and a thousand
and one things "
"Let's not quarrel over the money
until we get it," broke in her bubbntid.
After rthe above conversation Jars.
Leslie tried to forget nil Rbout tho lottery ticket, but impossible.
Meanwhile her hurband, occupied
with the caros of business, fcnd forgotten completely about the little bluo
ticket Matters of much greater import occupied his raicd. .
l
"Belinda," he said one night, ."the
bills for the last month or simply
enormous. My income does uu warrant these expenditures. Tin-re'mora
money going out than com Ins in. I'm
neuner parsimonious, miserly nor
stingy, .but there's a limit to all extrav

all ami look over out

Wo

EPIGHAMS OF EVE.

Eefore nerrlsjre a Ir'd
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SAYINGS OF THE SAGES.
"It's little Ipsa than outragoou3, Lok
He. for yor to squander your turd
7t I iK'l ntiiiif, to M'tt: tviut It U
earned money on a worthier lotteiy Wil iJLti:j? to
io.tyt:.
ticket." said Leslie's wife In a buret
of indignation. "I haven't luard or
That lil' is l5r.t vlil.;h tnswers
anyone being so
la ilie's treat ti.d ?ouii.
yoars."
NevM mind, if 51178 wins youll bo
Get Juetlr, distrDuro
and
(.ble to buy all the luxuries your lit: to livo
conttalcil!y.lioiuies.
heart craves for and I've always
you to have. Don't be too sliop
The mutest cf all fauila la to be
tlcal but wait n replied Leslie. '
conscious; cf aone. Carlyli,
"I'd prefer any day to have the two
dollara you've wasted for sorao ral
Ccnee'.i: m.iv miff
rntn fi but
shallow-brulne-

ft .ftft
. - WP rWftilffl
f)P
,
w w tfnt
sk
v w tjf? iitCf wQfifl

C?

h

"It's easier to be a professor's
Hcforo mtrrir.go a man ciRhs for 1
'wife." she snapped, "than to have to
cater to a man who utually la lata usaie. Af'.cr marriage he still sirh:
for dinner.
for a diSercut rertoo.
Nelson took the rebuke In silence i
When a woman e nanes to bo ctralt
and wondering what had happened to-day that had added two lines to his ilae.ud cbo losn ccsto with Ler sax, bu!
a man just begins to be popular.
wlfe'i fact.

u

haul It

TIE A DQURTER S
I for Stample & Fancy!
i Groceries, Flour and

prctuct tho feet, b damp tect causu
many kluds cf trouble.
A very nice arrangement to woar
cadcr a Iouk coat on a rainy day is a
tiaelc elastic with
utrlp of
an va c.r ra( en.! art A n ifnlr ftn the
other. Slip around the body, bavins
it drawn tight, and pull op the skirts
all around.
The clastic will hoM
them up out of the wet
a
Rubbers that ftro worse than
when the heels leak, cm tib mati-- i
useful by cutting out the bed libo
sanJal rubbbr. Thfey tan Ibnn
vorn as fc&adals.
half-inc-

ji

im c Is iklv loyal
k h made this akk

have you
line

T"hcn poing out on a rn!r.y day,

J

"

!

forsi.

tb-jr-

are so msny more Important things
to thick about. By George! How
stupid of me not to know oooner It

rr.ar.y
anti!)!fcp(!.

i

t

During this month we will
istili sell all of our immense
stock of men's Clothing, Un- derwear. Shirts and etc atl
"SALE PRICES.
Our spring good are now arm- -

somo maga-risall cf ibeye things Ulte tliuti,

tal

c.
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iir

Ir.'uin:!:!!? or urllnlo In
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mirers."
Justine was radiant la her sew
RAINY DAY DUT!E3.
Kiwn when Nelson called for ber.
had
he
that
Tha happy thought
"tlie.n'Go.l sorts out the weather
ahowed her the preference gave her
fa eo
softened look cf beauty. The ard cnda rein, why, rain's ray
ride to the ballroom was a short Jiolca" A rainy clay !s oflon a bcn?-Iclto tti hcuechold a3 jt is to tto
oae. As Nolaon helped ber out cf the
carriage she put her hand up to her soil, as such a day is one usually fraa
fKoru cuttide latcrrupUonc, i;nd much
.ear and exclaimed tii dismay.'
mr:y be ticcoT.plishcd without inter- Tve lost my earring!
"Are you quite certain you wore ftrtnee. There are always things that
Lave fcoen put otf for rccro time;
cf clescta cud boxes and
"Positive," Justine answored nodding her head emphatically. "It's tot irawem, the lcchtng for the pic of

likely I'd wear only one."
"Pon't worry about It WVro late
already for the dance, and Us too
.chilly Pit you to stay out here while
I saajub for It Let's go in the hour
and HI return and see If you dropped
it in the carriage "
NelBoa spent the creator part cf
,the evening bunting for the trinket,
tut !t was cot to be found. All Lis
'efforts were ia vain. When ho re--1
Joined the merry party Juitice was j
the gayent or sJL He ectaiaenced
to sympathize with her tad tried to
console her for ifce loss, but to his

.
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Pi ' fit U"

Chance

Mam of Ne!on' friend hrd been
busy conjecturing which would ft be t if
.
yy i.
Orllla or Justine.
N mat can like two girls exactly
,
tlie sane.' said Marina cs tho girls
Voro discussing the subject.
"lio may admire one for her loolrc;
mother for her cleverness; era may
fascinate and rojole him with flutter?
while aoiher he may caro for iter
1tyai.t 11
rW f?J ACK of iif Jouf 13 tia snowy
nuador . '
"Nolson ts going to take Justine to
.'.lid t'KCk of the flour la t.hs mill;
ha dance tonight." announced Helen, Bw! rf thrt will t!i wheat anJ thf
"but probably OriUa had a previous
Ana tJ.
un una ihe Father V wilt.
She never wants for ad-
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